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ABSTRACT
Structural Study and Modification of Support Layer for Forward Osmosis
Membranes
Meixia Shi

Water scarcity is a serious global issue, due to the increasing population and
developing economy, and membrane technology is an essential way to address
this problem. Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane process, due to
its low energy consumption (not considering the draw solute regeneration). A
bottleneck to advance this technology is the design of the support layer for FO
membranes to minimize the internal concentration polarization. In this
dissertation, we focus on the structural study and modification of the support
layer for FO membranes. Firstly, we digitally reconstruct different membrane
morphologies in 3D and propose a method for predicting performance in
ultrafiltration operations. Membranes with analogous morphologies are later used
as substrate for FO membranes. Secondly, we experimentally apply substrates
with different potentially suitable morphologies as an FO support layer. We
investigate their FO performance after generating a selective polyamide layer on
the top, by interfacial polymerization. Among the different substrates we include
standard asymmetric porous membranes prepared from homopolymers, such as
polysulfone. Additionally block copolymer membrane and Anodisc alumina
membrane are chosen based on their exceptional structures, with cylindrical
pores at least in part. 3D digitally reconstructed porous substrates, analogous to
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those investigated for ultrafiltration, are then used to model the performance in
FO operation. Finally, we analyze the effect of intermediate layers between the
porous substrate and the interfacial polymerized layer. We investigate two
materials including chitosan and hydrogel.
The main results are the following. Pore-scale modeling for digital membrane
generation effectively predicts the velocity profile in different layers of the
membrane and the performance in UF experiments. Flow simulations confirm the
advantage of finger-like substrates over sponge-like ones, when high water
permeance is sought. Cylindrical pores are advantageous for mass transfer.
Block copolymer substrates have cylindrical pores in the top layer and very
regular pore pattern at the surface. The Anodisc alumina membrane has
cylindrical pores from top to bottom. Both substrates were experimentally tested
for FO application successfully. A Darcy permeability higher than 1E-20 m2 for
the intermediate layer would be necessary in order to facilitate the water flow.
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1.1

Introduction and background
Water scarcity and membrane technology

1.1.1 Water scarcity
As the world population keeps growing, scarcity of fresh water for people’s
daily life, agricultural irrigation, and industrial consumption is becoming more
severe. There are usually two kinds of water scarcity: physical water scarcity and
economic water scarcity. Physical water scarcity is a lack of natural water for
particular places; economic water scarcity is a lack of available water due to poor
management though the water resource is sufficient. To relieve the water scarcity
problem, different water treatment technologies are emerging to widen the water
source.
1.1.2 Water treatment
Because of water treatments, a variety of wastewater is available for reuse.
Municipal, agricultural and industrial wastewater may be recycled. There are
various water treatment methods, such as coagulation and flocculation,
sedimentation, disinfection, and membrane filtration. Among them, the
membrane technology is an essential and efficient process for water treatment.
1.1.3 Membrane technology
Membrane technology (synthetic membranes only) has a short history of less
than a century. In the early 1930s, the first microfiltration membranes appeared
on the market [1]. But until 1960, membrane industrial applications were quite
limited; in the meantime, membrane technology has been implemented for water
desalination, food industry and biomedical processes [1].
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Membranes can be classified in different ways. According to materials,
membranes can be grouped into organic, ceramic, metallic, and liquid
membranes. According to morphology, membrane types comprise isotropic (i.e.,
microporous, nonporous dense, and electrically charged membranes) and
anisotropic membranes [1].
Different driving forces are involved in membrane-based separation, such as
pressure, concentration, temperature, and electrical potential differences [2]. The
pressure-driven membrane water treatment processes are the most frequently
used. These can be further divided into microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration,
and reverse osmosis (RO) based on their separation properties mainly in particle
sizes. Smaller pore sizes require higher pressure for a given flow rate; hence, the
energy consumption is larger. Among these pressure-driven processes, RO is
the most energy-consuming.
1.2

Forward osmosis (FO)

1.2.1 Forward osmosis process
FO is a concentration-driven membrane process. It is an emerging and
potential low energy-consuming membrane technology in the water treatment
field. FO was first proposed decades ago; however, only recently it has been
more widely studied. In the FO process, the membrane is placed between two
solutions with different concentrations. The solution with low concentration is the
feed and the one with higher concentration is the draw solution. Due to the
concentration difference, there is an osmotic pressure difference generated
between these two solutions. Conventionally, there is no additional force applied
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to the solution other than atmospheric pressure. Water flux is created from the
feed solution to the draw solution via the semi-permeable membrane. If a turbine
is installed at the draw side, the water coming from the feed side will force the
turbine to rotate and generate electricity. This process is named pressure
retarded osmosis (PRO). The third possible situation is reverse osmosis (RO),
when high pressure is applied in the draw side, forcing water flow from the high
concentration solution to the low concentration solution; this is currently one of
the most effective desalination technologies. Figure 1.1 describes FO, PRO, and
RO, where each container pair is separated by a semipermeable membrane. The
solution shown in light color represents the feed solution with low concentration;
the solution in dark color accounts for the draw solution with high concentration.
The blue arrows represent the water flow direction. In RO, additional pressure is
provided to reverse the water flow; PRO differs from FO by the additional setup
for electricity generation and partial pressure (minor compared to RO) applied on
the draw solution side [3].

(a) FO

(b) PRO

(c) RO

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram for (a) FO and (b) PRO (c) RO
ΔP is applied pressure; Δπ is the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane.
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Osmotic pressure is defined as “the pressure which needs to be applied to a
solution to prevent the inward flow of water across a semipermeable membrane”
[4]. The relationship between osmotic pressure, 𝜋 (Pa), and molar concentration,

𝑀 (molarity, mol/L), is represented as
𝜋 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1.1)

where 𝑖 is the dimensionless Van’t Hoff factor, 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant

(R=0.08205746 L·atm·K-1·mol-1), 𝑇 is the thermodynamic temperature on the

Kelvin scale. The equation is only valid to incompressible ideal solutions where
dissolved ions are independent with each other without interactions [5].
According to Equation (1.1), the osmotic pressure is proportional to the solution
concentration. A solution with high concentration has high osmotic pressure,
while a solution with low concentration has low osmotic pressure. The difference
between osmotic pressures across the membrane is the driving force, which
results in forward osmosis.
1.2.2 FO membranes
Currently, there are two kinds of FO membranes: asymmetric cellulosic
(cellulose triacetate or cellulose acetate membrane) and thin film composite (TFC)
membrane. TFC FO membranes are similar to those used in RO from the
perspective of their morphological structure. Both FO and RO membranes
roughly include two layers: a thin selective layer and a porous support layer. The
selective layer of an FO membrane is almost dense with “pores” with size in the
nano scale, which only allows the solvent to pass and prevents solute from going
through. The support layer usually consists of two or more layers, which include
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a polymeric porous, usually asymmetric layer and a woven or nonwoven fabric
mesh.
However, there are some different characteristics between FO and RO
membranes. Generally, RO membranes need to be stronger than FO
membranes, due to mechanical requirements. In addition, FO membranes need
to be more hydrophilic and porous than RO membranes. Hence, it is important to
develop the FO membranes rather than just use RO membranes for this
purpose.
1.2.2.1 Cellulosic FO membrane
Cellulosic membranes were the first generation of commercial FO
membranes, produced by the Hydration Technology Innovations (HTI) Company.
Its support layer is a woven fabric embedded in an integral asymmetric celulose
.triacetate or cellulose acetate, prepared by phase inversion [6].
1.2.2.2 TFC FO membrane
The TFC membrane is considered the second generation of FO membranes.
It is also commercially available from HTI, Porifera, and other companies, and
performs better, compared to the first generation. The support layer of TFC FO
membranes is mainly fabricated by phase inversion [7, 8], and some are made
by electrospinning [9, 10]; the selective layer is primarily generated by interfacial
polymerization [7, 8, 11], and some are produced by the layer-by-layer method
[12, 13].
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1.2.3 Main challenges
1.2.3.1 Concentration polarization (CP)
In membrane separation processes, the feed components permeate at
different rates. This varied permeating speed gradually causes a concentration
buildup for non-permeating or slowly permeating components, and depletion of
fast permeating components near the surface of the membrane on the feed side.
On the other hand, at the downstream (permeate) side of the membrane, the
concentration of fast permeating components increases and a concentration
gradient is formed. The phenomenon is called concentration polarization (CP) [1].
Polarization is more severe near the membrane surface. CP always exists and
cannot be completely avoided; however, there are some ways to reduce its
impact. The most frequent method used to reduce concentration polarization is to
enhance mixing, for example, enhancing turbulent mixing. For instance, a cross
flow module is frequently used in membrane assembly. Additionally, turbulencepromoting spacers can be used to mix the solution at the membrane surface.
CP is a common occurrence in membrane filtration applications. CP impacts
FO efficiency more significantly than in other cases. The reason is that the
driving force for FO is the concentration difference across the membrane
selective layer [14]. Disturbances on the concentration gradient across the
membrane largely affect the performance. In addition the presence of the support
layer intensifies the performance deterioration, when compared to a case without
a support layer. CP can further develop inside the support layer of the membrane
[15]. More details are explained below.
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In the FO process, water is extracted from the feed solution to the draw
solution by the osmotic pressure. The draw solution is diluted by water, while the
feed solution becomes concentrated. CP in FO includes external concentration
polarization (ECP), happening outside of the membrane, and internal
concentration polarization (ICP), happening inside it. Figure 1.2 displays the ICP
and driving forces in two different membrane orientation modes: FO and PRO
modes. FO mode corresponds to the case when the draw solution is placed in
contact with the support layer of FO membrane and has dilutive ICP; PRO mode
is when feed solution faces the support layer, and has concentrative ICP. In
operation, regeneration of the solution on each side, manually or continually, is
necessary to maintain FO efficiency. The cross flow at the membrane surface is
always continuous to disrupt CP and improve the effectiveness.

FO mode

PRO mode

Figure 1.2 Illustration of ICP and driving forces in FO and PRO modes
The red curve represents the concentration profile across the membrane

ICP is most significant in FO. The concentration at the interface between the
selective and support layers is significantly diluted, when the support layer faces
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the draw solution, or concentrated, when the support layer faces the feed
solution. The more divergent the concentrations between the bulk solution and
the interface are, the lower the effective driving force is. Due to the thick porous
support layer, concentration inside the support layer would definitely vary from
the bulk solution. For the same porous structure, normal turbulence along the
membrane surface would slightly affect ICP. Because of the presence of CP
(especially ICP), the effective driving force for water flux significantly decreases.
Parameters, such as concentration, velocity and osmotic pressure, at the surface
of each side of the selective layer are different from that in bulk solution.
Membrane defects can cause a reverse solute flux in the opposite direction of
the water flow in the membrane. Reverse solute flux makes the concentration
polarization situation more serious, though FO membranes usually have high
solute rejection and the amount of solute leakage through the membrane is
generally small. Therefore, an important challenge is to fabricate suitable FO
membranes with a porous support layer, which minimizes CP.
1.2.3.2 Draw solution
Another challenge in FO is to find a suitable draw solution based on the
specific application. In general, there are several characteristics of an ideal draw
solute, such as generating high osmotic pressure, restricting the reverse solute
flux, and easily recyclable [16, 17].
To date, many chemicals were tested as draw solution. Mainly, they can be
classified as follows [18]: (a) inorganic-based draw solution inorganic salts, such
as sodium chloride, magnesium sulfate, calcium chloride, potassium bromide [19],
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ammonium bicarbonate [20]; (b) organic-based draw solution [21, 22]; (c) specific
draw solutions, such as magnetic nanoparticles [23, 24], hydrogels [25, 26], RO
brine [27].
One essential feature of an appropriate draw solute is ease of recovery. Some
recovery methods for draw solutes are: thermal separation, membrane
separation (RO, nanofiltration, microfiltration, membrane distillation, etc.),
precipitation [16].
1.2.4 FO applications
Forward osmosis has a variety of potential applications, including wastewater
treatment [28], water desalination [29], pharmaceuticals concentration [30], food
processing [31], agriculture fertilization [32].
1.2.4.1 Desalination
FO can be applied in desalination in two ways: direct water desalination and
indirect water desalination. In direct water desalination, seawater is used as a
feed solution; a highly concentrated solution is made as a draw solution with a
solute of sodium chloride [33], ammonia-carbon dioxide [34] or others [29, 35,
36]. Water is extracted from seawater to the draw solution. After the diluted draw
solution is regenerated, fresh water is produced. Though some researchers
support that FO desalination consumes less energy, there are also a
considerable number of scientists, who claim that FO direct desalination is high
energy-consuming, and will never be competitive with RO, which dominates the
current desalination market. It costs a lot of energy to regenerate the draw
solution and recover water [37, 38]. Only a few researchers claim that there is no
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big difference between both [39]. The debate only exists when FO is used for
desalination, but generally most agree that FO is a low energy process, when
draw solution regeneration is not needed or has low cost [40].
In indirect desalination usually FO is used in combination with wastewater
treatment [41]. In this case, seawater is a draw solution, instead of a feed
solution, and wastewater replaces seawater acting as a feed solution. Water
moves from wastewater to seawater and dilutes seawater. Subsequently, diluted
seawater is further treated by conventional methods like low-pressure reverse
osmosis, and potable water is produced.
1.2.4.2 Wastewater treatment
Wastewater can be applied as the feed solution, and some pretreatment may
be taken if necessary. Fouling in FO is not as severe as in pressure-driven
membrane processes, because the fouling layer is much looser without
compression by the applied pressure, and easier to remove. Some researchers
have studied FO applications in wastewater field. Qin et al. [42] designed a
special FO membrane with a hydrogel selective layer to repel oil as well as reject
salt, and then tested with simulated shale gas wastewater. Chen et al. [43]
employed anaerobic membrane bioreactor with FO membrane to treat synthetic
wastewater. Han et al. [44] coupled FO process with coagulation/flocculation (CF)
to handle textile wastewater.
1.2.4.3 Other applications
Fertilizer irrigation is a significant potential FO application [32]. A solution of
highly concentrated nutrients is used as draw solution; brackish water solution
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with lower salinity is used as feed solution, e.g., brackish groundwater [45]. The
nutrient solution extracts water from brackish water, diluting the excessively
concentrated nutrient solution before fertilizing soil [46].
1.3

Dissertation objectives

This dissertation focuses on the structural study and modification of the
support layer for FO membranes to reduce one of the key challenges in FO, the
internal concentration polarization (ICP). ICP occurs inside the support layer and
structural optimization is expected to improve FO efficiency. The first objective is
to study the support layer itself with different membrane morphologies, mainly
from the modeling point of view. In other words, commonly used porous
membranes are simulated under hydraulic pressure with 3D detailed
morphology. This guides our choice of a good substrate for FO membrane. By
applying the same membrane material, the chemistry characteristics of the
membrane are considered constant; differences in membrane performance
under the same operating conditions originate from membrane morphology. Flow
characteristics, like the velocity profile inside the support layer, are simulated.
The study of different membranes, with significantly different morphologies, helps
us understand which membrane morphology is potentially better for FO
application. The second objective is to validate the theoretical considerations.
Different substrates with adequate membrane morphologies are applied as FO
support layer, to investigate their FO performance after generating a selective
polyamide layer on the top. Typical substrates including block copolymer
membrane and Anodisc alumina membrane are chosen based on their
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outstanding structures. The third objective is to study the effect of an additional
thin highly permeable layer between the porous support and the selective layer.
Two materials are investigated including chitosan and hydrogel.
In Chapter 2, different digital membrane morphologies are generated based
on real membranes and their influence on the membrane performance is studied
using a 3D simulator. Water permeances are predicted for different kinds of
finger-like cavity membranes with different cavity lengths and various cavity sets,
as well as for membranes with cylindrical cavities. The model results show that a
morphology with less tortuosity, such as with cylindrical pores, favors high flow.
The next chapter focuses on the experimental investigation of membranes with
morphology close to the proposed ones.
In Chapter 3, block copolymer membranes are studied as FO substrates, due
to their well-designed structures, with exceptionally uniform pore size, high
porosity, good pore interconnectivity and ultrahigh water permeance. The top
layer is characterized by ordered cylindrical pores. The mass transfer at this
region happens with less flow resistance so that ICP is expected to be reduced.
The FO membrane fabricated with this substrate performs better, under the same
conditions, than common polyethersulfone membrane without optimization.
In the frame of a collaboration, a multi-scale modeling approach, using 3D
digital membrane reconstruction, is introduced as a tool to predict FO
performance. We consider the particular microstructure of the membrane at the
micro scale and couple these results with a full FO cross-flow setup at the macro
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scale. The simulations are verified by experimental data, and show a good
prediction for FO process, using the 3D digital membranes.
In Chapter 4, Anodisc alumina membranes are tested as support layers, since
they are practically the only commercial membrane with cylindrical pore
geometry from top to bottom, close to ideal morphologies considered in Chapter
2. Additionally the effect of an intermediate layer between the selective and
support ones is investigated. Chitosan coatings and hydrogen layers are
experimentally tested. Finally, the 3D modeling introduced in Chapter 2 is applied
again to study the intermediate layer and analyze the influence of different
parameters including the thickness and Darcy permeability of the intermediate
layer, and the surface porosity and pore size of the substrate.
In Chapter 5, general conclusions are drawn to summarize the structure and
modification of the support layer for forward osmosis membrane. Potential future
work is also outlined.
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2

Water flow prediction for support layer using 3D simulations with detailed
morphology

This chapter has been published as:
M. Shi, G. Printsypar, O. Iliev, V.M. Calo, G.L. Amy, S.P. Nunes, Water flow
prediction for membranes using 3D simulations with detailed morphology,
Journal of Membrane Science, 487 (2015) 19-31.
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Abstract
The membrane morphology significantly influences membrane performance.
For osmotically driven membrane processes, the morphology strongly affects the
internal concentration polarization. Different membrane morphologies are
generated by simulation and their influence on membrane performance is studied,
using a 3D model. The simulation results are experimentally validated for two
classical phase-inversion membrane morphologies: sponge- and finger-like
structures. Membrane porosity and scanning electron microscopy image
information are used as model input. The permeance results from the simulation
fit well the experimentally measured permeances. Water permeances are
predicted for different kinds of finger-like cavity membranes with different cavity
lengths and various cavity sets, as well as for membranes with cylindrical cavities.
The results provide realistic information on how to increase water permeance,
and also illustrate that membrane’s complete morphology is important for the
accurate water permeance evaluation. Evaluations based on porosity alone
might be misleading, and the new 3D simulation approach gives a more realistic
representation.
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2.1

Introduction

The membrane morphology determines permeance and solute rejection in
pressure-driven technologies for water treatment, such as ultra- and nanofiltration. For osmotically driven membrane processes such as forward osmosis
and pressure retarded osmosis, the membrane structure is even more important
due to internal concentration polarization [6, 14, 47]. For osmotically driven
processes in order to achieve high water flux, membranes are manufactured with
multilayers: a thin dense and selective layer frequently prepared by interfacial
polymerization, a porous asymmetric support and in some cases an additional
non-woven support structure. The structure of the porous layer might largely
affect the performance [48-50]. In many studies, an essential goal is to achieve a
better understanding on how changes in morphology lead to improved fluxes,
and/or to establish correlations between the characteristics of the porous media
(porosity, anisotropy, tortuosity) and the permeance.
For many years, approximate analytical formulae (such as the KozenyCarman model) have been used to correlate the membrane morphology and the
fluxes through it. Such formulae, however, are based on simplifying assumptions
on the shape of pores. For example, the Kozeny-Carman relation, an equation
widely used to study porous media [51, 52], appropriately models the flow around
spherical obstacles. Another popular model the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
assumes uniform cylindrical pores [2].
Two-dimensional simulations of membrane have been previously conducted
by other groups [53-55]. Wang et al. [53] studied membrane surface properties
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such as porosity and pore distribution, and found relations between the
experimentally measured pore properties and flow properties (water flux and
rejection). Sun et al. [54] measured the water flux and calculated the average
pore size based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. Vicente et al. [56] studied
both 2D and 3D ceramic microfiltration membranes, however, they used only one
specific layer geometry.
Fluid simulation through membranes has been widely studied but mainly in
macro scale and focusing on flow channels [57-59]. Most cases determine the
membrane’s Darcy permeability from empirical evidence [57, 60, 61]. The
authors of those papers mainly highlight the mass transfer (water flux and solute
rejection), while the membrane is usually simplified and modeled based on
averaged porous media properties, without taking the detailed morphology into
consideration and estimating the Darcy permeability from experiments. This
approach, despite very useful, does not help to understand the link between the
membrane morphology and the permeance. The Darcy permeability (K, [m2]) is
an intrinsic material property and solely depends on the membrane’s properties
(such as porosity, pore size distribution, anisotropy, and tortuosity) but is not
affected by neither the viscosity of the permeating liquid nor by the size of
membrane sample [62]. Furthermore, the Darcy permeability is defined as a
scalar value for isotropic porous media, but is a full tensor for anisotropic media
[63]. For example, tubular membranes have different Darcy permeability values
across and along the direction of the tubes in the membrane. The Darcy
permeability differs from the permeance and permeability coefficient more
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commonly used by membrane researchers, as defined by Koros et al. [64]. Both
the permeance and the permeability coefficient can be considered as process
parameters and therefore they depend on the properties of the permeating fluid
and membrane dimensions [62].
In our work, 3D membrane morphologies, resolved at the pore scale, are
studied via experiments and simulations. We present a computational
methodology to calculate the Darcy permeability of membranes depending on
their 3D microstructure (morphology), as well as to validate the simulation results
in comparison with measurements. This computational methodology has been
used recently in other fields of porous media research (e.g., hydrology [65, 66],
oil recovery [67-69], and hygienic materials [70, 71]). We adapt the technology to
the needs of membrane science and demonstrate its predictive power. The water
flow through these membrane morphologies is investigated by solving Stokes
and Stokes-Brinkman equations, which describe slow laminar flow of an
incompressible fluid through a porous structure. The simulation and experimental
results for sponge- and finger-like structures are compared. These morphologies
are commonly described in the literature [72-74]. Furthermore, the introduced
simulation methodology is applied to predict the performance of hybrid
morphologies and other unexplored structures, before efforts are dedicated to
manufacturing them experimentally. In addition to gaining insight into the
performance of different membranes, the computational results illustrate the fact
that water permeance predictions only based on porosity may be misleading, and
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in certain cases only a detailed computational study of the permeance may
provide instructive results.
2.2

Experimental

2.2.1

Materials and chemicals

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Mw=324 000 g/mol) was used for membrane
fabrication. N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous, ≥99.8%) and N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP, anhydrous, 99.5%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. MilliQ ultrapure water was used in the flow tests.
2.2.2

Membrane fabrication

Two different casting solutions and two different precipitation baths were used
for membrane fabrication. Two kinds of membranes were generated using 12 wt %
and 16 wt % polyacrylonitrile cast solutions and two different precipitation baths
(water and volumetric 1:1 water/NMP). Details are listed in Table 2.1. Besides
PAN, other polymers can also be prepared and form different membrane
morphologies via similar methods [75].
Table 2.1 Membrane fabrication conditions
Membrane

Cast solution

Precipitation bath

morphology

compositions

compositions

Sponge-like

16 wt% PAN in DMF

50 v% water + 50 v% NMP

Finger-like

12 wt% PAN in DMF

water
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All casting solutions were stirred overnight at 60°C. They were kept without
heating and stirring for up to 6 hours to remove air bubbles. The membrane was
fabricated by phase inversion. The casting solution was cast on a glass plate with
a gap of 200 µm. Immediately after casting, the glass plate was immersed into
the corresponding precipitation bath. After the membrane had been detached
from the glass plate, it was completely rinsed and stored in MQ water.
2.2.3

Morphology study

Surface and cross section morphologies of the fabricated membranes were
imaged by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) on Nova Nano
FEI equipment. Wet samples were kept in a freezer for five hours. Afterwards,
they were transferred to a vacuum desiccator, where liquid nitrogen was poured
into the bottom. A vacuum pump was used immediately to remove icy water
directly from the membrane. Lastly, the membrane surface and cross section
samples were prepared using these treated membranes. All samples were
coated with platinum using a sputter.
2.2.4

Porosity measurement

To obtain the porosity of the membrane, the total masses of wet and dry
membranes were measured. The excess of water on the wet membrane surface
was carefully removed, and the membrane was weighed. Afterwards, the
membrane was dried under vacuum at 60°C for three days. Then, it was weighed
again. The measurements were performed for three different pieces of the same
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kind of membrane to obtain reliable average membrane porosity. The porosity 𝜀
measured in [%] was calculated as follows:
𝜀=

�𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤 − 𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑 �/𝜌𝑤

�𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤 − 𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑 �⁄𝜌𝑤 + 𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑 ⁄𝜌𝑝

× 100%,

(2.1)

where 𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤 and 𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the mass of the wet and dry membranes, respectively;

𝜌𝑤 and 𝜌𝑝 is the density of water and PAN, respectively (𝜌𝑤 = 1 g/cm3, 𝜌𝑝 = 1.184
R

g/cm3).
2.2.5

Water permeance test

The water permeance test for the membranes was performed using lab-scale
nano-/ultra-filtration dead-end setup. Pure water flux was applied under the
pressure of 2 bar (∆𝑃, [bar]). The permeate weight was automatically collected by
the balance to the connected computer every minute. The slope (𝑆, [L h-1]) was
measured as the relationship between the mass and the time. Then, the water
permeance 𝐴 in [L m-2 h-1 bar-1] was calculated as follows:
𝐴=

𝑆
,
𝑎 × ∆𝑃

(2.2)

where the membrane area is denoted by 𝑎 measured in [m2]. In the experimental

setup, 𝑎 was equal to 4.1×10-4 m2.
2.3

Modeling

2.3.1 Digital membrane generation
We model an integral porous asymmetric membrane, which has two main
layers: a thin selective porous layer and a thicker more porous support layer. In
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membrane processes, the selective layer plays a dominant role in rejecting the
solute, and the support layer mainly provides mechanical stability to the selective
layer. Therefore, we treat the two layers separately.
2.3.1.1 Membrane surface analysis and selective layer generation
Pore distribution analysis for the membrane surface was done initially by
adjusting the different tolerances of the gray values so that the chosen marked
pores would reasonably represent the pores in the SEM images. Pore noise data
whose area was less than five nm2 (=5×10-18 m2) was eliminated. Finally, the
surface porosity was estimated by calculating the pore area over the total
membrane surface area.
Regarding the selective layer, in order to better reflect the real structure of
polymeric membranes, some assumptions were made: (a) The selective layer is
constituted itself by two layers with different porosities, the top one having
smaller pores. (b) Regarding the top layer, we consider a thickness with the
same order of magnitude of the average surface pore size; it is symmetric (all
pores in this layer were considered cylinders); the surface porosity was treated
as volumetric. (c) Regarding the second selective intermediate layer, the
geometry was considered porous sponge-like and the pore size was the
harmonic mean between the top selective layer and the non-selective support
layer. The thickness of the selective intermediate layer was 500 nm. Given the
low porosity of the selective layer and the regularity of the pore sizes and
distribution, the modeling assumptions described above are reasonable. To verify
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these assumptions we also tested the impact of switching between circular and
ellipsoidal pores and the difference in the simulation results is well within the
uncertainty of the experimental measurements.
2.3.1.2 Support layer generation
FESEM images were used to determine the membrane’s thickness and the
size, shape, and distribution of its pores. The membrane porosity was estimated
from the experiment described in Section 2.2.4. The porosity is the ratio of the
volume of all pores (including finger-like cavities and sponge pores) to the
membrane volume, while finger void percentage is the ratio of the volume of the
finger-like cavities to the membrane volume. The finger void percentage for the
finger-like cavity membrane can be calculated based on its membrane porosity 𝜀
via Equation (2.3), where 𝜑 is the finger void percentage, and 𝜑𝑠 is the porosity
of the bulk sponge-like media. Both SEM image information and porosity were
fed in the software GeoDict (Math2Market GmbH, Germany) to generate 3D
digital membranes with resolved morphology. In water permeance prediction
described in Section 2.4.5, the finger void percentage can be directly obtained
based on the generated morphology in GeoDict, while the membrane porosity
can be calculated by the transformation of Equation (2.3). Besides the digital
membrane creation, GeoDict was also used for the flow simulation in Section
2.3.2.
𝜑=

𝜀 − 𝜑𝑠
or its transformation: 𝜀 = 𝜑 + (1 − 𝜑) × 𝜑𝑠 .
1 − 𝜑𝑠

(2.3)
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2.3.2 Governing equations of the flow at the pore scale
To describe the flow at the pore scale in the case of the selective layer, as
well as in the cases of sponge, nanofibers, and woven support layers, the Stokes
system of equations (Equation (2.4)) was used:
−𝜇∇2 𝐔 + ∇𝑃 = 0;

∇ ∙ 𝐔 = 0.

(2.4)

For the finger-like cavity membrane, in order to account for the microporous walls,
the Stokes-Brinkman system of equations (Equation (2.5)) was used [76].

Stokes-Brinkman equations were also applied to calculate the Darcy permeability
for the whole layered membrane.
−1
𝐔 + ∇𝑃 = 0;
−𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∇2 𝐔 + 𝜇𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

∇ ∙ 𝐔 = 0.

(2.5)

In equations (2.4) and (2.5), 𝑃 is the pressure; 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity; 𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒 is

the effective viscosity (defined as the dynamic viscosity divided by the porosity);
𝐔 is the velocity vector; and 𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the Darcy permeability of the microporous
walls for a finger-like cavity membrane. The water passing through the

membrane was considered as continuum motion since all pores were bigger than
10 nm [77]. Besides, the flow is very slow, and the Reynolds number is close to 0,
therefore, the Stokes equations are valid for the flow across the membrane. The
Stokes and Stokes-Brinkman models were supplemented with a set of boundary
conditions. Periodic boundary conditions for the pressure and the velocity were
used in all directions. In the flow direction, the periodic boundary condition for the
pressure included a constant pressure drop, which represented the overall
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pressure gradient along the flow direction. A no-slip velocity was applied at the
solid-fluid interface in the case of Stokes equations. This assumption stated that
the flow velocity at the pore or cavity walls was equal to zero. Equations (2.4)
and (2.5) were further used to find the distributions of the flow velocity and the
pressure.
To compute the Darcy permeability 𝐾 of the full layer system, namely

selective and support layers, Darcy’s law was applied using the following:
𝑄=

−𝐾 ∙ 𝑎 ∆𝑃
,
𝜇
𝐿

(2.6)

where 𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate; 𝑎 is the area; 𝐿 is the membrane thickness;
and ∆𝑃 is the pressure difference across the membrane. The vertical direction

(perpendicular to the membrane surface) was considered to be the flow direction.
The fluid flow and the Darcy permeability were calculated only in this direction.
The simulations were run at a pressure drop of 0.02 Pa. The temperature for the
model and experiment was set at 20°C.
2.4

Results and Discussion

2.4.1 Two membrane morphologies
By using the conditions listed in Table 2.1, two different membrane
morphologies were fabricated: sponge- and finger-like structures. Figure 2.1
shows two different membrane morphologies (cross sections), and highlights the
pores in the bulk. The finger-like structure has a higher porosity than the spongelike structure. This was quantified by measuring the weight of water saturating
the pores. Figure 2.1(c) and (d) show that the pore structure in the bulk of the
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sponge-like membrane and that of the regions between the large finger-like
cavities are similar. Therefore, the Darcy permeability of the support layer in the
sponge-like structure was also applied to regions between the finger-like cavities.
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Figure 2.1 FESEM cross section images of the two main membrane
morphologies investigated herein
(a) sponge-like membrane; (b) finger-like cavity membrane; (c) higher magnification of Figure
2.1(a), showing details of the sponge-like membrane cross section; (d) higher magnification of
Figure 2.1(b), showing regions between finger-like cavities.
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2.4.2 Membrane porosity
From the experiments described in Section 2.2.4, the membrane porosity was
calculated and is reported in Table 2.2. The finger-like cavity membrane has
higher overall porosity than that of the sponge-like membrane.
Table 2.2 Membrane porosity
Membrane morphology

Porosity (%)

Sponge-like

72.4 ± 0.6

Finger-like

84.6 ± 0.2

The surface porosity was estimated from the SEM images shown in Figure
2.2. The imaged pores were highlighted in red and the porosity was calculated
from the ratio of the total pore area divided by the membrane surface area. The
sponge-like membrane top surface porosity is 3.3%, while the finger-like cavity
membrane top surface porosity is 5.1%.
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Figure 2.2 Membrane surface analysis
(a) original sponge-like membrane surface; (b) original finger-like cavity membrane surface; (c)
sponge-like membrane surface with marked pores; (d) finger-like cavity membrane surface with
marked pores.
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2.4.3 Digital membranes and velocity distribution
The membranes experimentally prepared here were asymmetric, as most
polymeric porous ultrafiltration membranes. As explained in Section 2.3.1, for the
simulation the membranes were divided in two layers: a selective layer and a
support layer. Figure 2.3 shows the top surface pore distribution and the cross
section pore morphology digitally generated for the two kinds of membranes we
analyze herein.
In our model, the chemical property effects are ignored, such as the
membrane charge and hydrophilicity, our study focus on the morphology from the
physical point of view, though we recognize that the chemical property effects are
also important. In experiments, we apply the same polymer to fabricate
membranes with different morphologies to minimize the hydrophilicity effect.
Based on the generated digital membrane, flow simulations were carried out.
Figure 2.4 shows the detailed velocity magnitude distribution in three dimensions
within the support layer of the sponge-like membrane. Figure 2.5 shows the
analogous information of velocity magnitude distribution for the finger-like cavity
membrane. The support layer is asymmetric and the images are sliced to show
the velocity changes in different planes or sublayers parallel and orthogonal to
the membrane surface.
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Figure 2.3 Digitally generated membranes corresponding to those experimentally
manufactured and shown in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2
(a) sponge-like membrane surface; (b) finger-like cavity membrane surface; (c) cross sections for
the sponge- and finger-like cavity membranes.
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Figure 2.4 Three-dimensional velocity magnitude distributions for the sponge-like
membrane
The membrane pores are colored by velocity magnitude; the polymer matrix is depicted light gray
in the image. Left column shows from bottom to top (sublayers parallel to the membrane surface);
right column shows from back to front (sublayers orthogonal to the membrane surface); bottom
figure shows the entire simulated membrane domain.
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Figure 2.5 Three-dimensional velocity magnitude distributions for finger-like
cavity membrane
Left column shows from bottom to top (sublayers parallel to the membrane surface); right column
shows from back to front (sublayers orthogonal to the membrane surface); bottom figure shows
the entire simulated membrane domain.

Additional membrane morphologies were generated in order to demonstrate
the generality of the model. Figure 2.6 shows structures corresponding to
electrospun nanofiber membranes and woven supports, where the bright colorful
images are the digitally generated membranes while the gray ones are real
membrane images at the lower right corner in the first row. Nanofibers as
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depicted in Figure 2.6 have been previously prepared in our group by
electrospinning as reported by Maab et al. [78]. The woven structure image is
adapted from [79]. Meanwhile, 3D velocity magnitude distributions are also
shown in Figure 2.6 at different depths in the membrane.

Figure 2.6 Electrospun nanofibers (left column) and woven support (right column)
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for membranes
The first row shows the digital membrane; on the lower right corner of each column, an image of
the manufactured membranes is added as an inset. The remaining rows show the velocity
magnitude at different membrane depths.

2.4.4 Water permeance and Darcy permeability
The computed Darcy permeabilities for the selective and support layers of the
sponge- and finger-like cavity membranes are listed in Table 2.3. From the table,
the Darcy permeability for the entire membrane was close to that of the support
layer for both membranes. This is reasonable because the selective layer is
much thinner than the support layer. In the layered membrane system, Equation
(2.7) describes the relationship between the total membrane’s Darcy permeability,
𝐾, the selective layer’s Darcy permeability, 𝐾1 , and the support layer’s Darcy
permeability, 𝐾2 ; 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are the thickness of the selective layer and of the
support layer, respectively. The flow is perpendicular to each layer of the
membrane.
𝐿1 + 𝐿2 𝐿1 𝐿2
=
+ .
𝐾
𝐾1 𝐾2

(2.7)

In Equation (2.7), the Darcy permeability of the entire membrane (the left side of
the equation) is determined by the characteristics of the two component layers
(the right side of the equation: the first term relates to the selective layer, and the
second term relates to the support layer). Considering the real data, both for the
sponge- and finger-like cavity membranes, 𝐿1 « 𝐿2 (more than 2 orders of
R

magnitude smaller), 𝐾1 < 𝐾2 (less than an order of magnitude smaller), hence
R
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𝐿1 ⁄𝐾1 < 𝐿2 ⁄𝐾2 (more than an order of magnitude smaller), and the right side of
the equation is mainly determined by the support layer. Thus, the total
membrane’s Darcy permeability is close to the support layer’s value.
According to the Stokes and the Stokes-Brinkman models, the water
permeance was estimated as 76 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 and 314 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 for the
sponge- and finger-like cavity membranes, respectively. The water permeance
measurement in a dead-end nano-/ultra-filtration setup was also summarized in
Table 2.4. The simulated flux fits well with the experimental data.

Table 2.3 Darcy permeability and thickness of membranes

Membrane
Selective layer
Sponge-like

Darcy permeability

(μm)

(×10-17 m2)

0.512

0.315

Support layer

62.0

1.36

Total

62.5

1.32

Selective layer
Finger-like

Thickness

0.513

0.846

Support layer

85.0

7.82

Total

85.5

7.45
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Table 2.4 Experimental and simulated water permeance (A)

Membrane
Sponge-like
Finger-like

Experimental A

Simulated A

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

76 ± 1

76

322 ± 14

314

2.4.5 Water permeance prediction for alternative morphologies
To understand the impact of the morphology of the cavities on the water
permeance, three different sets of simulations have been conducted. In all cases,
the background structure corresponds to the sponge-like microporous structure,
shown in Figure 2.1(a), with a Darcy permeability of 1.36×10-17 m2. The thickness
of all membranes was fixed at 85 µm. Only the support layer of the membrane is
studied in this section. In these sets of simulations we first analyzed the impact of
the finger-like cavity length on permeance. Second, we analyzed the impact of
superposing several sets of cavities of different lengths. Lastly, we studied the
impact of the cavity diameter on permeance. By repeating the simulation with
different random seeds, when generating the digital membrane morphologies,
water permeance values could be reproduced within 2 % difference.
2.4.5.1 Different finger-like cavity lengths
Four different lengths of finger-like cavities were studied: 0 µm (no finger), 24
µm (1/3 finger), 48 µm (2/3 finger), and 72 µm (full finger) as shown in Figure 2.7.
These are average values for the big finger-like cavities. Among them, the full
finger-like cavity case was experimentally observed in the membrane we
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produced and showed in Figure 2.1(b); similar membrane morphologies for other
cases can be found in the literature [72, 80, 81]. Table 2.5 shows the membrane
characteristics including Darcy permeability, water permeance, finger void
percentage, and membrane porosity. As expected, Table 2.5 shows that finger
void percentage and membrane porosity increase, when the finger-like cavity
grows longer. As a result, the Darcy permeability increases, and the water
permeance also increases. In order to study the impact of the cavity length on
the water permeance, we maintain the same porosity and change the number of
cavities. The simplified cavities (only the group of big cavities with the cylinder
shape) are applied with fixed diameter but different lengths. Table 2.6 shows the
water permeance for membranes with similar porosity, but different morphologies.
The result presents a similar trend: a higher water permeance is obtained for
longer fingers.
From this test, we can see that the membrane porosity usually grows when
the finger-like cavity is enlarged. It is possible to keep the same membrane
porosity, while changing the frequency and length of the finger-like cavities. The
water permeance increases if the length of the finger-like cavity increases at
constant porosity.
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Figure 2.7 Digital finger-like cavity membranes with different finger lengths
(a) 0 µm (no finger-like cavity); (b) 24 µm finger-like cavities; (c) 48 µm finger-like cavities; (d) 72
µm finger-like cavities.

Table 2.5 Membrane characteristics based on different finger-like cavity lengths
Finger-

Darcy

like cavity permeability

Water

Finger void

Membrane

permeance

percentage

porosity

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

(%)

(%)

length

(×10-17 m2)

0 µm

1.36

58

0.0

72.0

24 µm

2.06

87

16.0

76.5

48 µm

4.65

197

31.4

80.8

72 µm

7.82

331

41.9

83.7
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Table 2.6 Membrane characteristics for different cavity lengths but same porosity
Finger-

Darcy

like cavity permeability

Water

Finger void

Membrane

permeance

percentage

porosity

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

(%)

(%)

length

(×10-17 m2)

24 µm

1.85

78

12.8

75.9

48 µm

2.65

112

12.9

76.0

72 µm

4.69

199

12.9

76.0

2.4.5.2 Different finger-like cavity sets
Besides changing the finger-like cavity length, we considered membranes
formed by sets of finger-like cavities of different lengths. The number of fingerlike cavity sets was varied. One finger-like cavity set means that all cavities in the
membrane have similar size and length. Different combinations of finger sets
were considered, including one to three different sets in one geometry as shown
in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Membranes built by combining different sets of finger-like cavities
Each set has a different finger-like cavity length: (a) one finger-like cavity set; (b) two finger-like
cavity sets; (c) three finger-like cavity sets.

The set with the longest finger-like cavities was included in all cases. To
generate a more complex membrane structure, several smaller finger-like
cavities were added. Among these cases, the membrane with two finger-like
cavity sets was experimentally observed in the membrane we produced and
showed in Figure 2.1(b), similar membrane morphologies for other cases can be
found in the literature [72, 82]. Table 2.7 shows the simulation results and the
corresponding membrane characteristics. Both the finger void percentage and
membrane porosity increase, as the number of added finger-like cavity sets
increases. Darcy permeability increases gradually when the porosity rises, and
so does the water permeance as shown in Figure 2.9. The figure depicts the
relationship between water permeance and membrane porosity, based on
simulation data for two different factors: finger-like cavity length and number of
finger-like cavity sets. Water permeance grows when the finger cavity becomes
longer or more cavity sets are added.
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Table 2.7 Membrane characteristics based on different numbers of finger-like
cavity sets

Number of
sets

Darcy

Finger void

Membrane

percentage

porosity

(L m h bar )

(%)

(%)

Water

permeability permeance
(×10

-17

2

m)

-2

-1

-1

1

5.69

241

35.0

81.8

2

7.82

331

41.9

83.7

3

8.45

358

44.9

84.6

Figure 2.9 Relationship between water permeance and membrane porosity
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2.4.5.3 Membranes with cylindrical cavities
Membranes with cylindrical cavities can be considered as idealized fingers
holding the smallest tortuosity and lowest flow resistivity. Figure 2.1(b) shows a
real finger-like cavity membrane, with mainly two different finger sizes: larger
ones with a diameter of approximately 17 µm and smaller ones with a diameter of
approximately 10 µm. Membranes with two "cylinder" sizes as cavities were
simulated. For each type, three different cases were investigated as shown in
Figure 2.10. Case one is a go-through cylindrical membrane, with all cylinders
going from one side to the other through the entire membrane. Case two embeds
a top sponge layer with 7µm thickness. Case three embeds top and bottom
sponge layers, with 7 µm on the top and 6 µm thick on the bottom. 7 µm and 6
µm are the average thicknesses for the top and bottom sponge layers,
respectively, in the finger-like cavity membrane experimentally manufactured in
this work. The same membrane porosity is maintained for all cases. The
simulation results are displayed in Table 2.8. There is a huge difference in
performance between the go-through cylindrical membrane and the other two
cases. As before, the most important aspect is the morphology, rather than the
porosity to determine the permeance of the membrane.
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Figure 2.10 Membranes with cylindrical cavities
(a) go-through cylinders; (b) cylinders with top sponge layer; (c) cylinders with top and bottom
sponge layers.
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Table 2.8 Membrane characteristics for membranes with cylindrical cavities
Water

Darcy
Membrane

permeability
(×10-17 m2)
Go-through
cylinders

278000

permeance
(L m-2 h-1
bar-1)

Finger void Membrane
percentage porosity
(%)

(%)

11800000

29.9

80.7

542

29.9

80.7

305

29.9

80.7

4790000

29.9

80.7

635

29.9

80.7

332

29.9

80.7

Cylinders with
17 μm

top sponge

12.8

cylinders layer
Cylinders with
top and bottom

7.21

sponge layer
Go-through
cylinders

113000

Cylinders with
10 μm

top sponge

15.0

cylinders layer
Cylinders with
top and bottom

7.85

sponge layer

Let us explain the results presented in Table 2.8. The simulation results for
cylinders with top and bottom sponge layers demonstrate that membranes with
the same porosity may have different Darcy permeabilities. That is, simple
permeability formulae only based on porosity may not appropriately predict water
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permeance values for membranes with different morphologies. Furthermore, the
results initially may look counter-intuitive: the membrane with the big cylindrical
channels has lower Darcy permeability, than the membrane with smaller
channels. However when the top layer of the membrane has a sponge structure
and the cylinders do not go through, the Darcy permeability is smaller for the
bigger cylinders.
To understand this behavior we set up two simple test problems. We analyze
structures of thickness 92 µm that have cylindrical channels with round corners
and sponge walls embedded with 7 µm sponge layers on the top and on the
bottom. The sponge has a Darcy permeability of 1.36×10-17 m2. The first structure
has one big cylindrical channel; while the second one has 4 smaller cylindrical
channels (see Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12, respectively). Both structures have
approximately the same porosity. The velocity distributions for both tests are
shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. In Table 2.9 we present the Darcy
permeability computed for both structures, which shows the same tendency of
bigger Darcy permeability values for the smaller cylindrical channels we
observed above. The explanation of these results in the case of closed channels
can be found in the fact that the top and bottom sponge layers, closing the
channels, are very thin. In this case, the water enters the channels not only from
the top circular surfaces, which are just above each channel, but also from the
surrounding ring. Because the smaller rings forming the cylindrical channels have
a longer perimeter compared to the larger ring (for fixed porosity), the extra flow
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determines the difference in the Darcy permeability results (for illustration see
Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14).

Table 2.9 Membrane characteristics for different cylindrical cavities
Darcy

Water

Finger void

Membrane

Membrane permeability permeance
(×10-17 m2)

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

percentage (%) porosity (%)

4.36

185

29.06

80.4

4 cylinders 4.70

199

28.45

80.3

1 cylinder

Figure 2.11 Test structure with 1 cylindrical channel with round corners

Figure 2.12 Test structure with 4 cylindrical channels with round corners
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Figure 2.13 Velocity magnitude distribution for the structure with 1 cylindrical
channel

Figure 2.14 Velocity magnitude distribution for the structure with 4 cylindrical
channels
2.5

Conclusions
Digital membranes were created based on typical morphologies for

asymmetric membranes used in ultra-/nano-filtration, such as sponge- and
finger-like structures. The simulated water permeance for each case was similar
to the value obtained experimentally for analogous membranes. According to the
simulation results, the water permeance for the sponge-like membrane
investigated herein was much lower than that of finger-like cavity membranes.
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The layered membrane analysis shows that the total membrane’s Darcy
permeability is mainly determined by the support layer for this kind of phaseinversion membranes, since the thickness of this layer is much larger. The water
permeance was then predicted for other structures, with different finger-like
cavity lengths and various finger-like cavity sets, as well as for cylindrical
membranes.
Membrane porosity is a main factor to judge the membrane performance,
such as the water permeance. The porosity can rise by enlarging the finger-like
cavity or adding cavity sets. Water permeance grows as the porosity increases in
this way.
In addition to the membrane porosity, the membrane morphology is also
important. Our simulations indicate that the membrane’s performance can vary
for a fixed porosity if the membrane morphology changes.
Our simulations indicate that for fixed morphologies, formulae to determine
the permeance can use porosity as a control factor. Nevertheless, these
formulae should account for morphological changes if different kinds of
membranes are going to be compared. As we have shown in several cases,
membranes with comparable porosities can have widely different performances,
depending on their morphologies.
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Abstract
We propose a multi-scale simulation approach to model forward osmosis (FO)
processes using substrates with layered homogeneous morphology. This
approach accounts not only for FO setup but also for detailed microstructure of
the substrate using the digitally reconstructed morphology. We fabricate a highly
porous block copolymer membrane, which has not been explored for FO
heretofore, and use it as the substrate for interfacial polymerization. The
substrate has three sub-layers, namely a top layer, a sponge-like middle layer,
and a nonwoven fabric layer. We generate a digital microstructure for each layer,
and verify them with experimental measurements. The Darcy permeability and
effective diffusivity of each layer are computed based on their virtual
microstructures and used for FO operation in cross-flow setups at the macro
scale. The proposed simulation approach predicts accurately the FO
experimental data.
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3.1

Introduction

Water desalination by reverse osmosis is an essential technology due to the
global water shortage in large parts of the world. Apart from seawater
desalination, water reuse is needed to meet the water demand, opening
opportunities for less established membrane technologies [83, 84], such as
forward osmosis [20, 85-87], nanofiltration [88-90], and membrane distillation [9194].
Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane technique for water
treatment [47], food processing [33], pharmaceutical industry [95], and other
applications [96]. Typically, a thin-film composite membrane for FO is constituted
by three layers [97]: a thin selective polyamide layer (dense top layer), a porous
polymeric substrate (middle asymmetric layer with fine pores), and a fabric
support layer (bottom layer with bigger pores and higher porosity). An important
challenge for the development of FO membranes is the fabrication of polymer
substrates, for deposition of the thin selective layer. These substrates should
cause minimum resistance to the water flux, while minimizing the solute flux and
the internal concentration polarization (ICP) during operation, as well as provide
high mechanical stability. While the external concentration polarization is related
to the solute concentration differences close to the membrane surface and the
bulk of the solution, developed during operation, ICP occurs particularly in the
membrane substrate. A concentration gradient is internally built, disturbing the
osmotic pressure gradient, which is the main driving force for water transport
through the membrane in the FO process.
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Different materials have been investigated for FO substrates, such as
polysulfone [7, 98, 99], polyethersulfone [49, 100, 101], polyacrylonitrile [11, 102],
polyimide [103], and polytriazole-co-polyoxadiazole [104]. The nature of the
chosen polymer controls the hydrophilicity, which affects the water flow.
Morphology minimized the internal concentration polarization, even more than
the substrate chemical composition. The experimental optimization of membrane
morphology for FO has been topic of investigation of very good groups in the
field, using different approaches [72, 105, 106]. The most common morphologies
of asymmetric membranes, sponge- and finger-like have been compared in [72].
Another approach is to use substrates constituted by electrospun fibers [49, 107].
High porosity contributes to low ICP and minimizes any detrimental effect on
water flow. Large and open pores are preferred on one side of the substrate to
minimize the concentration gradient. Small pores on the other side of substrate
surface used for the deposition of the thin selective layer are preferred to
guarantee its mechanical stability. The high substrate surface porosity is
important to fully use the surface area of the thin selective layer, without adding
any barrier for the continuous water flow through the multilayer membrane. A
new class of porous asymmetric membranes, with exceptionally high pore
density and narrow pore size distribution in the scale of ten to a few hundred
nanometers [108-110], is based on block copolymers. These membranes are
prepared by taking advantage of the block copolymer capability of self-assembly
in various patterns in solution. By combining self-assembly and the classical
method of phase inversion by immersion in a non-solvent bath, highly ordered
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and highly porous membranes are obtained. Our group has been investigating
this class of membranes for years, exploring it for ultra- and nanofiltration [111114]. Challenging separations of proteins with similar sizes have been
demonstrated under exceptional water permeance compared to other
membranes of similar molecular weight cut-off [115]. The unique characteristics
of block copolymer membranes suggest that they could also be beneficial for FO
application [116]. However, there is still no report evaluating block copolymer
membranes as FO substrates. Hence, in this work block copolymer membranes
are experimentally evaluated as substrates for FO membranes compared to
polyethersulfone substrates, tested in the same conditions. For the preparation of
FO membranes we deposit thin selective polyamide layers via interfacial
polymerization on the top of isoporous block copolymer membranes with unique
pore patterns.
In this work, we exploit the regular surface pore morphology and high porosity
offered by block copolymer membranes to demonstrate a new simulation
approach. Using 3D simulations of membrane microstructure and experimental
validation, we recently showed how the membrane morphology affects the water
flux in ultrafiltration experiments [117]. Here we use analogous 3D digital
microstructures and extend the simulation approach to predict the performance
of FO membranes.
By changing the polymer, solvent, and other preparation conditions,
numerous morphologies can be experimentally obtained. Simulations that
account for membrane microstructure can be helpful to narrow the variety of
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morphology patterns with most promising possibilities for success. In most
reports experimental developments and simulations are treated separately. Only
a few reports use 3D simulations (see detailed discussion below) and to the best
of our knowledge none of the previous reports use simulations for 3D digital
reconstruction of microscopic morphology coupled with the fluid flow and solute
transport in the realistic cross-flow FO setup. Our approach properly predicts the
performance of a proposed morphology.
Due to the nature of the FO processes, solute transport inside the membrane
is diffusive and not convective. Therefore, effective diffusivity, which is the
diffusivity of the solute inside a porous medium, defines the internal
concentration polarization and, as a result, the membrane performance. The
effective diffusivity has been previously studied using different modeling
approaches. One of the approaches was proposed by Lee et al. [118] for
pressure retarded osmosis and then extended by Loeb et al. [119] for forward
osmosis. In these studies a macroscopic parameter, the membrane structural
parameter, was introduced. The structural parameter lumps together several
characteristics of the membrane such as thickness, tortuosity, and porosity. This
structural parameter essentially represents membrane morphology at the macro
scale. Later Tang et al. [120] and Park et al. [121] developed further this concept.
However, the parameter in this method is fit using FO experiments assuming a
certain approximation, since it cannot be computed directly. Moreover, the
structural parameter lumps different characteristics of the support layer of a
membrane into a single parameter, which restricts the mathematical model in
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case of asymmetric FO membranes and can introduce additional error into the
simulation results. Alternatively, Ramon et al. in [122, 123] employed 2D and 3D
micro-scale simulations to investigate how pore size and porosity of the support
layer as well as thickness and roughness of the selective layer impact Darcy
permeability and local distribution of solute and water fluxes. The mathematical
model used in [122, 123] accounts only for diffusion inside the membrane without
water flow while the effects of the external concentration polarization are
modeled using a simplified geometrical representation of the membrane
microstructure. The third approach to investigate microstructure of FO
membranes was employed by Li et al. [124]. The authors used pore-network
modeling to study the influence of microstructure of porous support on the
internal concentration polarization, while the external concentration polarization
was neglected and the microscopic morphology of the support was idealized. In
general, most of the works concerned with the modeling of FO processes use an
approximation of the effective diffusivity by molecular diffusion scaled by the
porosity of the membrane [120, 121, 125]. Since the diffusion dominates inside
the FO membrane, a more accurate approximation of the effective diffusivity of
membrane is needed.
In this study, we propose a multi-scale approach to model FO membranes
with layered homogeneous morphology. Our approach accounts for realistic
membrane microstructure and for full FO process in a cross-flow setup. First, at
the micro scale we generate the digital membrane morphology for the block
copolymer substrate and compute water permeance and effective diffusivity
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using the software tool GeoDict [126]. Since the membrane is asymmetric, the
micro-scale simulations are performed for each layer (parallel to the surface),
which composes the membrane support. Each layer is assumed to be
homogeneous along the direction parallel to the membrane surface, without
macroscopic heterogeneities. Then, using the software tool PoreChem [127], we
perform FO simulations at the macro scale using parameters of the membrane
obtained from the micro scale. The simulation results are verified using FO
experiments performed with newly developed block copolymer membranes
coated by interfacial polymerization.
3.2

Materials and methods

3.2.1 Materials
Poly(styrene-b-4-vinyl pyridine) block copolymers (PS-b-P4VP, M n =188000-b64000, M w /M n =1.16) were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc.
Polyethersulfone Ultrason® E 6020 P (PES, M w =75 000 g/mol, M w /M n =3.4) was
obtained from BASF. Polyester nonwoven was purchased from Sojitz Europe plc
(made by Hirose Paper). Polyester Woven Mesh WS0050-60P was purchased
from Industrial Netting, Inc. Filter papers were purchased from GE Whatman.
Trimesoyl chloride (TMC) and m-phenylenediamine (MPD), N, Ndimethylformamide (DMF), acetone, 1,4-dioxane (DIOX) and hexane were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation and used as received. We used MilliQ ultrapure water for all the tests and conducted all experiments at room
temperature of approximately 22°C except further instructions.
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The FO membranes in this work were formed by three layers: (i) a rough
support with open porosity, constituted by a polyester woven or nonwoven; (ii) an
asymmetric porous substrate, which was made of PS-b-P4VP or PES and (iii) a
polyamide layer prepared by interfacial polymerization.
3.2.2 Substrate fabrication
The asymmetric porous substrate was prepared by phase inversion: polymer
solution casting followed by immersion in water. As mentioned above the two
polymers used for the substrate were PES and PS-b-P4VP. The PES casting
solution contained 18 wt% polymer and 82 wt% DMF. The PS-b-P4VP solution
had 18 wt% polymer, 16 wt% acetone, 24 wt% DMF and 42 wt% DIOX. The
polymer solutions were stirred overnight at room temperature. Before casting, a
nonwoven was firstly fixed on a clean glass plate using adhesive tape. Then the
solution was poured onto the nonwoven, and spread with a casting knife with a
gate gap of 250 µm, excluding the nonwoven thickness. For the block copolymer
substrate a solvent evaporation time of 10 seconds was allowed before the
immersion into the water bath. The obtained asymmetric porous substrates were
stored in water before further characterizations or modifications.
3.2.3 Selective layer fabrication via interfacial polymerization
The selective layers of the FO membranes were prepared by interfacial
polymerization (IP) between MPD and TMC monomers on PS-b-P4VP and PES
porous substrates. They are here referred as PS-b-P4VP/IP and PES/IP
membranes, respectively. Let us briefly explain the fabrication process of the
elective layer. First, the substrate was immersed in 2 wt% MPD water solution for
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two minutes; then, the solution was discarded, and the remaining solution
droplets on the membrane surface were removed with a filter paper. Later, a
frame was used to assemble the membrane so that only the top surface of the
substrate was exposed, and 0.1 wt% TMC in hexane solution was poured into
the frame to react with MPD on the substrate surface for one minute. After
draining the TMC solution, the membrane was left in the air for one minute more
and finally the membrane was rinsed with water to wash out the unreacted
monomers, and stored in water for further tests.
3.2.4 Membrane characterizations
3.2.4.1 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
The membrane morphology was imaged using Nova Nano 630 or Quanta 600
FEI field emission scanning electron microscopes. The samples were freezedried, and subsequently coated with 3 nm iridium using Q150T sputter coater
(Quorum Technologies). For cross section samples, the membranes after freezedrying were fractured in liquid nitrogen.
3.2.4.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
The membrane surface roughness was characterized on an Agilent 5400
Scanning Probe Microscope (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). The freeze-dried
samples with areas of 3 μm × 3 μm were scanned using tapping mode.
3.2.4.3 Contact angle measurement
The contact angle (θ) was measured on a Krüss Easy Drop (Krüss GmbH)
equipment. A water droplet with a constant volume of 1µL was dropped onto the
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membrane surface in the static mode, and then an image was taken to calculate
the contact angle.
3.2.4.4 Permeance of the substrates
The water permeance of the substrate was measured in the dead-end
filtration mode. The measurement was conducted in an Amicon Stirred Cell
Model 8010 connected to a large deionized water tank with an effective
membrane area of 4.1 cm2 under a trans-membrane pressure of 1 bar. Pure
water permeance 𝐴 was calculated using the following equation

𝐴 =

Δ𝑚
.
𝜌 × 𝑎 × Δ𝑡 × Δ𝑃

(3.8)

Here, ∆𝑚 is the mass enhancement in the period of ∆𝑡; 𝜌 is the density of water;
𝑎 is the effective membrane area; ∆𝑃 is the applied pressure.

The gas transport property of the nonwoven fabric support was measured

using the setup introduced in [128]. The thickness was estimated by the
thickness gauge. Finally, the nonwoven fabric’s Darcy permeability was
calculated by Darcy’s law.
3.2.4.5 Porosity of the substrates
The porosity of the polymeric substrate was measured using the dry-wet
method, and more detailed is available in our previous work [117]. Additionally,
the nonwoven fabric’s porosity was measured by the mercury porosimetry using
the standard method.
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3.2.4.6 Mass transport characteristics of membranes with polyamide layer
The water permeance of membranes coated by interfacial polymerization was
tested in a dead-end cell, constructed at KAUST, suitable for high pressure
experiments (8 bar in these experiments), using deionized water as feed and an
effective membrane area of 3.8 cm2. The water permeance was calculated based
on Equation (3.1).
The salt rejection of membranes coated with the polyamide layer was
measured using a similar method with 2000 ppm sodium chloride solution as
feed, under a stirring speed of 600 rpm. After filtration, both feed and permeate
solutions conductivity values were measured using a conductivity meter Cond
3210 (WTW GmbH, Germany). We calculate the salt rejection 𝑅 using Equation
(3.9).

𝑅 =1−

𝐶𝑝
× 100%,
𝐶𝑓

(3.9)

where 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑓 are the sodium chloride concentrations of the permeate and the

feed solutions, respectively, based on the measured conductivity values.

The salt permeability coefficient 𝐵 was determined by Equation (3.10)

according to the solution-diffusion theory [129].
1−𝑅
𝐵
=
,
𝑅
𝐴 × (∆𝑃 − ∆𝜋)

(3.10)

where ∆𝑃 and ∆𝜋 are the pressure difference and osmotic pressure difference
across the membrane, respectively.
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3.2.4.7 FO performance tests
We used a lab-scale FO setup to test the performance of the FO membranes
including the water and salt fluxes [50]. The dimensions of the FO cell (plate-andframe) were 2 cm in length, 1 cm in width, and 1 mm in height. All tests were
operated using counter-current cross flow with the flow rate of 200 mL/min for
each channel. The feed and draw solution reservoirs had a capacity of 900 mL.
The membranes were tested in FO mode and PRO mode. The FO mode is
characterized by the membrane’s selective layer facing the feed solution; in the
PRO mode, the selective layer faces the draw solution. In the performed tests,
the feed was Milli-Q water; the draw solution was 2M sodium chloride aqueous
solution. Due to the osmotic pressure difference, water flows from the feed to the
draw solution side. The water flux was recorded using a computer connected to a
balance, which reflected the weight change of the draw solution. The salt flux
was monitored by a conductivity meter immersed in the feed solution. The water
and salt flux were calculated using Equations (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.
𝐽𝑤 =

Δ𝑚
,
𝜌 × 𝑎 × Δ𝑡

(3.11)

where 𝐽𝑤 is the water flux across the membrane; ∆𝑚 is the water (mass)

collected within the period ∆𝑡; 𝜌 is the density of water; and 𝑎 is the effective
membrane area.
𝐽𝑠 =

𝐶𝑡 × 𝑉𝑡 − 𝐶0 × 𝑉0
,
𝑎 × Δ𝑡

(3.12)

where 𝐽𝑠 is the salt flux across the membrane; 𝐶𝑡 and 𝐶0 are the sodium chloride

concentration of the feed solution at the beginning and the end of the
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measurement, respectively, based on the measured conductivity values; 𝑉𝑡 and
𝑉0 are the volumes of the feed solution at the beginning and the end of

measurement, respectively. The reported data, including water and salt fluxes,
were average values measured at 30 min after the experiment started.
3.3

Multi-scale models for FO

3.3.1 Micro-scale modeling
Based on available characterization of the membrane, such as FESEM
images, porosity, and pore size distribution, we virtually generate the membrane
microstructure applying different algorithms available in GeoDict (for more details
see [126]). Then, we compute the intrinsic Darcy permeability and effective
diffusivity for the digital microstructure of each layer. The Darcy permeability for a
single layer or cumulative for several layers is compared with the experimental
data to verify the obtained microstructure.
To compute the Darcy permeability of water, we solve the Stokes system of
equations, which reads
−𝜇∇2 𝐔 + ∇𝑃 = 0,

∇ · 𝐔 = 0;

(3.13)

where 𝜇 is the viscosity, 𝐔 is the velocity vector, 𝑃 is the pressure. The system of

Equation (3.13) is supplemented by periodic boundary conditions in the direction
tangential to the flow and either periodic boundary conditions with a constant
pressure drop or inflow velocity and outflow pressure boundary conditions in the
direction of the flow. The macroscopic Darcy vertical permeability is computed
using volume averaged quantities as follows
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𝐾=−

𝑄𝑄𝑄
;
𝑎∆𝑃

(3.14)

where 𝐾 is the Darcy permeability in the chosen flow direction; 𝑄 is the flow rate;
𝐿 is the thickness of the microstructure; 𝑎 is the area; ∆𝑃 is the pressure drop.

The effective diffusivity 𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒 is a macroscopic quantity introduced to describe

diffusion through the pore space of porous media. We compute the effective

diffusivity for the given digital microstructure using mathematical modeling [126].
The diffusion in the pores is modeled by the Laplace equation
𝐷∇2 𝐶 = 0;

(3.15)

where 𝐷 is the molecular diffusion, 𝐶 is the concentration. We use Neumann

boundary conditions on the pores walls, which are solid boundaries. The

Neumann boundary conditions guarantee the gradient of the concentration in the
normal direction to the solid boundaries to be zero and, therefore, zero solute flux
though the solid boundaries. We use periodic boundary conditions in the
direction tangential to the concentration gradient. The concentration gradient
itself is modeled by a concentration difference on the two opposite faces of the
structure. The macroscopic effective diffusivity 𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒 is computed at a postprocessing step
𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

𝐽𝑠 𝐿
;
𝑎∆𝐶

(3.16)

where 𝐽𝑠 is the total solute flux in the direction from the draw solution to feed

solution, ∆𝐶 is the concentration drop.
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3.3.2 Macro-scale modeling
After we define the Darcy permeability K and the effective diffusivity 𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒 of

the support layer, we use these parameters as input data for the forward osmosis
cross-flow model. To model the fluid flow in the cross-flow channels and in the
membrane we use the steady Navier-Stokes-Brinkman system of equations
−∇ ∙ �𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∇𝐔� + (𝜌𝐔 ∙ ∇)𝐔 + 𝜇𝐾 −1 𝐔 = −∇𝑃,
∇ ∙ 𝐔 = 0;

(3.17)
(3.18)

where 𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective viscosity. 𝐾 is the Darcy permeability in the porous

medium and 𝐾 −1 = 0 in the cross-flow channels. In general, the Darcy

permeability is a tensor quantity, but here we consider a scalar quantity instead.
This is enough for FO modeling as the membrane is dense and the flow inside
the membrane occurs mainly in one direction. The solute transport is modeled

using the following convection-diffusion equation
−∇ ∙ (𝐷∇𝐶) + ∇ ∙ (𝐔𝐶) = 0.

(3.19)

Here 𝐷 is the molecular diffusion inside the cross-flow channels and 𝐷 ≡ 𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒
inside the membrane. The selective layer is modeled using the following
interfacial conditions

𝐽𝑤 = −

𝐾𝑠
(∆𝑃 − ∆𝜋(𝐶)),
𝜇𝑙

𝐽𝑠 = −𝐵∆𝐶;

(3.20)
(3.21)

where 𝐽𝑠 is the solute flux through the selective layer, 𝐽𝑤 = 𝐔 ∙ 𝐧 is the water flux
across the selective layer, 𝐧 is the normal unit vector to the selective layer, 𝑙 is

the thickness of the selective layer, 𝐾𝑠 is the Darcy permeability of the selective
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layer, 𝐵 is the solute permeability of the selective layer, operator ∆ defines the

drop of a quantity across the selective layer, 𝜋 is the osmotic pressure as a
function of the concentration.
3.4

Results and discussion

3.4.1 Characteristics of substrates
Both PS-b-P4VP and PES substrates were cast onto a 161 µm thick
nonwoven fabric layer using 18 wt% polymer solution without any additive by
nonsolvent induced phase inversion. PES was chosen for the comparison
because it is one of the most used polymer for asymmetric porous membranes
and can be seen as a standard system. The hydrophilicities of PS-b-P4VP and
PES substrates are similar. As can be seen in Table 3.1, the contact angles of
PS-b-P4VP and PES substrates are 72° and 67°, respectively. However, the two
substrates strongly differ in morphology. The PS-b-P4VP substrate was prepared
by self-assembly to form a highly ordered surface pore distribution with pore size
around 40 nm as shown in Figure 3.1(a). Compared to the PES substrate surface
(Figure 3.1(b)), the PS-b-P4VP substrate surface has a more uniform pore
distribution and higher pore density. The cross sectional images in Figure 3.1
show that the PS-b-P4VP substrate exhibits a highly porous sponge-like
structure with well-connected pores, while the PES substrate used here contains
finger-like macrovoids. The large surface pore size, high porosity, and well interconnected structure make the PS-b-P4VP substrate favorable for water transport.
Hence, the PS-b-P4VP substrate has much higher pure water permeance
measured as being 659 L m-2 h-1 bar-1, compared to the PES substrate, for which
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the pure water permeance was 199 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 (Table 3.1). The surface
topologies of the two substrates were confirmed by AFM as shown in Figure 3.2.
The surface roughness of the substrates is presented as the root mean square
height S q and the arithmetic mean height S a . PS-b-P4VP and PES substrates
exhibit smooth surfaces with the surface roughness of approximately 5 nm. The
AFM results clearly confirm that the PS-b-P4VP substrate has larger surface
pore size and higher surface porosity. The results suggest that the PS-b-P4VP
substrate exhibits more favorable properties to be used as a support for the
deposition of a thin polyamide layer to form a high performance FO membrane.

Table 3.1 Pure water permeance and contact angle of porous substrates

Substrate

Pure water permeance
(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

Contact angle (°)

PS-b-P4VP

659 ± 1

72 ± 3

PES

199 ± 12

67 ± 2
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Figure 3.1 FESEM images of surfaces and cross sections of (a) PS-b-P4VP and
(b) PES substrates
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Figure 3.2 AFM images of (a) PS-b-P4VP and (b) PES substrates
Sa and Sq are the average roughness and root mean square roughness.

3.4.2 Characteristics of FO membranes
Figure 3.3 shows the morphology of surfaces and cross sections of substrates
after coating with polyamide layer (PS-b-P4VP/IP and PES/IP). The interfacial
polymerization surface on a PS-b-P4VP substrate has smaller and more regular
spherical nodules while the structures on the PES substrate have larger features
with more irregular shapes. The polyamide layer’s thickness on PES substrate (∼
345 nm) is higher than on PS-b-P4VP (∼ 91 nm). The AFM images are consistent
with the FESEM observations regarding the shape and size of the polyamide
layer features. The average roughness is around 14 nm for PS-b-P4VP/IP
membrane and 65 nm for PES/IP membrane. This is the first time that block
copolymer membranes are used as the substrate for interfacial polymerization.
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We observe that the morphology of the surface on PS-b-P4VP/IP membrane
reflects the isoporous morphology of the substrate.
The formation of the interfacial polymerization layer is highly influenced by the
morphology and hydrophilicity of the substrate, as demonstrated by previous
work of our group with the inclusion of a dense and hydrophilic intermediate layer
of cellulose on hydrophobic and porous substrates [130]. Observations by other
groups on different substrates also confirm the importance of porosity and
hydrophilicity [131, 132]. In this work the hydrophilicity of both substrates is
similar, as indicated by contact angle values in Table 3.1. Therefore, the primary
effect is the substrate morphology, as well as the chemical interaction between
the dissolved monomer (MPD) and the porous substrate. The block copolymer
support has extremely high porosity with regular pore sizes and shapes. The
pores have pyridine exposed for interaction with MPD. On the other hand, PES
substrates, like almost all commonly available phase inversion membranes, have
irregular pores with broad pore size distribution and different pore shapes.
Interfacial polymerization takes place at the interface between the substrate
soaked with MPD aqueous solution and the TMC dissolved in hexane, which is
immiscible with the water phase. The monomers immediately react forming a thin
polyamide layer. Interfacial instabilities contribute to form the layer with the
typical morphology seen on PES substrate in Figure 3.3(b). The local heat
generation resulting from the polymerization reaction itself is claimed to induce
convection and lead to the rough topology [133, 134]. But we believe that the
substrate morphology and the monomer distribution and availability on the
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substrate surface are at least as important as the local heat. When PES
substrate is used, the reaction between monomers preferentially takes place in
the irregularly shaped pore areas where the MPD freely contacts the TMC
monomer. The exothermic reaction contributes even more to the fast MPD
transfer out of the pores leading to the rough morphology. In the case of the PSb-P4VP substrate, the pore density is higher, and the chemical composition of
the substrate with pyridine groups might also favor a better distribution of the
diamine monomer on the surface. The reaction occurs with less convection or
interface instability. Therefore, the roughness is lower for the PS-b-P4VP
substrate than for PES, as confirmed in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 FESEM images of surfaces and cross sections of membranes after
interfacial polymerization on (a) PS-b-P4VP and (b) PES substrates
Inset: AFM of each surface. S a and S q are the average roughness and root mean square
roughness, respectively. IP is short for interfacial polymerization.
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The transport properties of PS-b-P4VP/IP and PES/IP membranes under
hydrodynamic pressure are listed in Table 3.2. Both membranes have good salt
rejection values above 90%. The PS-b-P4VP/IP membrane has even lower salt
permeability coefficient. The transport properties indicate the suitability of the two
membranes to be used in FO processes. The water permeance for PS-bP4VP/IP is lower than for PES/IP, although the permeance of the substrate
without the polyamide layer is more than 3-fold higher. This indicates that the
interfacial polymerization layer is formed with different characteristics. The
polyamide layer on PS-b-P4VP is smoother and has a lower effective surface
area, justifying the lower permeance. But as we see below, the pore morphology
of the substrate contributes much more to the FO performance than the
permeance of the selective layer.

Table 3.2 Transport properties of PS-b-P4VP/IP and PES/IP membranes
Pure water

Rejection

Salt permeability

permeance Aa

Rb

coefficient

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1)

(%)

B (L m-2 h-1)

PS-b-P4VP/IP

0.30 ± 0.02

91.2 ± 5.3

0.19 ± 0.12

PES/IP

0.63 ± 0.03

94.2 ± 3.6

0.26 ± 0.16

Membrane

Notes:
a

Pure water permeance A measured under 8 bar.

b

Rejection R measured under 8 bar using 2000 ppm sodium chloride solution as feed.
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FO tests for PS-b-P4VP/IP and PES/IP membranes were conducted using
deionized water as feed and 2M sodium chloride aqueous solution as draw
solution. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. Compared to PES/IP membranes,
PS-b-P4VP/IP membranes exhibit higher water flux in both membrane
orientations (FO and PRO modes) and also slightly higher salt flux. PS-bP4VP/IP membrane has thinner polyamide layer and a more porous substrate
with good interconnectivity. These characteristics lead to less internal
concentration polarization during the FO operation. Hence, the FO performance
of PS-b-P4VP/IP membrane is higher than that of PES/IP.
In most experiments described above a thick nonwoven polyester fabric (161
µm thickness) was used as bottom support layer for the substrate. This fabric is
normally used in industrial applications to increase the mechanical stability of
membranes where the polyester fabric does not affect much the membrane
performance in terms of water flux in applications for which hydrodynamic
pressure is the driving force. However, in forward osmosis a thick and dense
fabric contributes to internal concentration polarization and makes FO
performance worse. Therefore, PS-b-P4VP/IP membranes were later prepared
using a thinner woven fabric with more open porosity (mesh size of 50 µm and
thickness of 60 µm). The results with the new membranes are shown in Figure
3.4. The FO water flux was almost twice increased in FO mode, and around 20%
in PRO mode. Meanwhile, an increase of salt flux was also observed, indicating
the presence of defects in the polyamide layer, which was formed on a rougher
and thinner substrate layer prepared with an open woven fabric.
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Figure 3.4 (a) Water and (b) salt fluxes in FO and PRO modes
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3.4.3 Digital membrane morphology
We used a micro-scale simulation approach to model the PS-b-P4VP
membrane. We observed from the FESEM images in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 that the
PS-b-P4VP substrate has a denser layer on top and a homogeneous sponge-like
microstructure far from the surface. Thus, we considered the substrate to consist
of three layers: (1) top layer, (2) sponge-like middle layer, and (3) nonwoven
support at the bottom, as depicted in Figure 8. Layer 1 includes both the top
patterned regular pores and the sponge-like structure immediately below them.
Using the measured characteristics and the FESEM images, we digitally
reconstructed the microstructure of each layer. Figures 3.5-3.7 show FESEM
images of each layer together with their digital prototypes, respectively. Table 3.3
shows the measured characteristics of the real PS-b-P4VP substrate and the
calculated characteristics of each layer. For the real PS-b-P4VP substrate we
could measure only cumulative characteristics for layers 1 and 2 together, while
in the simulation we reproduced each layer separately and computed separately
all characteristics, such as Darcy permeability 𝐾 and effective diffusivity 𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒 . The

effective diffusivity was not available from experiments, but is important for the

FO performance. Figure 3.8 summarizes each layer and presents their 3D digital
prototype, respectively.
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Figure 3.5 FESEM image and digital prototype of the denser top layer (1): (a)
surface and (b) cross section view

Figure 3.6 FESEM cross-section image and digital prototype of the sponge-like
middle layer (2)
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Figure 3.7 FESEM (a) surface and (b) cross-section images and the
corresponding digital prototypes of the nonwoven fabric (layer 3)

Table 3.3 Properties of the PS-b-P4VP substrate layers

Thickness
Layer

(µm)

Porosity
(%)

Surface
porosity
(%)

Darcy Permeability
2

(m )

Diffusivity
(%)

Exp.a

Num.b

Exp.

Num.

Exp.

Num.

Exp.

Num.

Exp.

Num.

#1

--

2.5

--

66.8

18

18.8

--

1.63×10-17

--

17.5

#2

--

65.5

--

66.2

--

--

--

1.53×10-16

--

43.5

#1+#2

68

68

64.0

66.2

--

--

1.25×10-16

1.17×10-16

--

--

#3

161

161

57.7c

54.9

--

--

1.31×10-12

1.12×10-12

--

27.4

Notes:
a

Exp.: data experimentally obtained

b

Num.: data obtained from or applied in the simulation

c

Nonwoven fabric porosity is 57.7% measured by mercury porosimetry and 49.8% measured by
the wet-dry method.
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Figure 3.8 3D digital substrate layers
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3.4.4 FO cross flow simulations
After we obtained all necessary parameters, mainly the Darcy permeability K
and effective diffusivity D eff , for all three layers from the micro-scale simulations,
we run macro-scale FO simulations. The substrate was composed of three layers;
each layer was considered as a homogenized porous medium; the selective
layer was modeled by interfacial conditions. First, we run simulation in FO mode
and fit the unknown water and solute permeabilities of the selective layer, K s and
B respectively. Then, we changed the membrane orientation and predicted the
FO performance in the PRO mode using the obtained parameters. For the
simulations, we used 2D counter-current cross flow setup (see Figure 3.9). The
Darcy permeability K and effective diffusivity D eff for the three homogenized
layers are shown in Table 3.3. All other numerical parameters used in the
simulations are presented in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.9 Velocity distribution in 2D counter-current cross flow FO setup
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Table 3.4 Input parameters for the macro-scale FO experiment
Parameter

Unit

Value

Density ρ

[kg/m3]

988.207

Viscosity µ

[Pa s]

0.001002

Flow rate in the cross-flow channels

[L/min]

0.2

Heights of the cross-flow channels

[mm]

1

Length of the cross-flow channels

[mm]

20

Concentration in the draw channel

[M]

2

Concentration in the feed channel

[M]

0

Molecular diffusion D in Ω f

[mm2/s]

0.001

Darcy permeability of the selective layer K s

[m2]

6.48 × 10−23

Solute permeability of the selective layer B

[m/s]

3 × 10−8

Thickness of the selective layer s

[nm]

90

Osmotic pressure π

[KPa]

379.8C2 + 4260C

Figure 3.9 shows the counter-cross flow setup and obtained velocity
distribution. Figure 3.10 shows the concentration distributions in the FO and PRO
mode. To show internal and external concentration polarization, the
computational domain is split in three regions, namely the top cross-flow channel,
the membrane, and the bottom cross-flow channel. In each region concentration
distribution has its own color legend (on the right side in the figure). Figure 3.11
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shows the simulated water and salt fluxes in comparison with the experimental
ones. A good match between experiments and simulations was obtained with an
error around 10%. One source of the error is the reduction of the problem
dimensionality. In macro-scale simulations we consider only 2D setup and
neglect the shape of the cell element. Another source of the error is the limited
data about the membrane microstructure.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10 Concentration distributions for (a) FO and (b) PRO mode
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Figure 3.11 Comparison between experimental and simulated values of (a) water
and (b) salt fluxes

3.5

Conclusions

We propose a multi-scale simulation approach to model FO membranes with
multi-layered homogeneous morphology and FO processes. We model PS-bP4VP/IP membranes and validate the simulation results with experiments. The
proposed simulation approach takes into account the microstructure of the
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membrane, which is important for the internal concentration polarization and FO
performance. Based on the simulation results, we conclude that the effective
diffusivity needs careful treatment when modeling FO membranes. Importantly,
by using our simulation approach, the micro-structural effects on the diffusivity
can be accounted for accurately.
The proposed modeling approach opens new opportunities in the design of
FO membranes. We demonstrate the modeling efficiency for a specific
morphology, which we investigate experimentally in this work. However, we
anticipate that the approach can be applied to the microstructures relevant for FO
with different porosity, Darcy permeability, effective diffusivity, and thickness
values. The simulations can be used for process optimization, particularly to
choose the most adequate membrane morphology for a specific application. The
approach used here is valid for systems without lateral macroscopic
heterogeneity, e.g. is valid for membranes with sponge-like structure or regular
nanosized cylinders. For membranes with larger heterogeneities, such as fingerlike cavities, additional adjustments are still needed to provide a more realistic
prediction, closer to the experimental results. Average parameters such as Darcy
permeability and effective diffusivity from the micro-scale modeling can be fed
into the macro-scale simulation, and the micro- and macro-scale processes can
be considered separately. But averaging heterogeneities such as large finger-like
cavities could introduce macroscopic effects, e.g. flow channeling, and deviate
the modeling predictions from real experimental observations. More complex
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simulations are under consideration to extend the current approach to these
membranes.
In the specific case investigated in this work we demonstrate that for FO
performance not always the most permeable membrane is the most effective.
The pore morphology of the substrate can be more relevant, reducing the internal
concentration polarization and finally leading to higher water flux. Therefore,
block copolymer porous substrates with as uniform pore size on the surface, less
tortuosity through the membrane, better pore interconnectivity, and high porosity
are superior when compared to more common polysulfone substrates.
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4
4.1

Cylindrical substrate and intermediate layer study for FO membrane
Introduction
FO is an emerging membrane process for water treatment due to its potential

low energy cost [6, 135]. However, its efficiency is significantly affected by
concentration polarization, especially internal concentration polarization
originating from the complicated morphology of the tortuous substrate [49, 136].
Anodic alumina membranes have unique cylindrical pores going through
almost the entire thickness of the membrane (as later shown in Figure 4.4). This
columnar structure has a low tortuosity, close to 1. This membrane also has
other features including well-ordered pore arrangement, high surface porosity,
and good chemical stability [137]. One popular commercial anodic alumina
membrane is the series of Anodisc alumina membranes (AAO) from Whatman
plc. Anodic alumina membranes have been involved in a wide range of
applications [137]. Imai [138] used them as substrates to prepare anatase
titanium oxide nanotubes which were photocatalytic by direct deposition.
Hendren [139] changed its membrane surface hydrophilicity and applied in direct
contact membrane distillation. Fujiwara [140] modified the anodic membrane via
azobenzene to realize photo-induced water purification. There are also extensive
biomedical applications [141]: different cell cultures on Anodic alumina
membrane [142-145], various surface modifications and coatings [146, 147],
biosensing devices [148, 149], and biofiltration [150]. The pioneer work of
composite membranes combining anodic alumina membrane and polyamide
nanofilm was carried out in Livingston’s lab [133]. Specifically, anodic alumina
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membrane was applied as a substrate for the polyamide nanofilm fabricated by
interfacial polymerization with the assistance of a sacrificial nanostrand layer,
and the resulting membrane had two orders of higher permeance in organic
solvent nanofiltration compared to commercial membranes [133].
Chitosan is a cellulosic polymer containing both hydroxyl and amino groups
and is hydrophilic and water permeable [151]. In order to cover the potential
substrate defects, chitosan was spun on the top of the anodic alumina membrane.
Besides removing substrate defects, there are two more functions of this
additional chitosan layer. First it provides a better adhesion between the
substrate and polyamide layer because the amino group in chitosan can react
with trimesoyl chloride when fabricating the polyamide layer [152]; thus, the
reverse salt flux is inclined to go down. Secondly, the chitosan layer facilitates
the water distribution from the polyamide layer to the alumina substrate,
increasing the effective area of the polyamide layer; therefore the water flux
increases.
To further study the intermediate layer, a hydrogel is used. Hydrogels are
three-dimensional natural or synthetic polymeric networks that are hydrophilic
and highly absorbent [153, 154]. For membrane applications, a hydrogel could be
deposited onto the membrane surface or pore wall, by grafting or simply by dipcoating or layer-by-layer deposition. Regarding the membrane surface, the
hydrogel can improve the surface hydrophilicity and prevent the membrane
fouling [155, 156]. For the pore surface, the stimuli-responsive hydrogels are
introduced to adjust the membrane permeability and selectivity [157]. The stimuli
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can be physical (such as temperature, magnetic, electric, or pressure) [158] and
chemical (such as pH, solvent, salts, or molecular species) [159, 160]. When the
hydrogel is applied to the membrane pores, the following cases are possible:
pore completely filled, partially coated or empty, all cases with the membrane
surface equally modified. Hydrogel coating methods have been applied for
microfiltration [161], ultrafiltration membranes [162], and for composite
membrane with polyamide layer [156].
Livazovic et al. [130] reported a cellulose coating for asymmetric porous
membranes as an intermediate layer, which improved the water flux, facilitating
the water distribution and making the whole polyamide layer available for
transport. This improvement was possible because the polyamide layer was
formed on the top of the permeable intermediate layer. When the polyamide layer
is directly deposited on porous and less hydrophilic supports, this thin layer
adheres strongly without effective water distribution, the area above the nonpore
surface might not be accessible to water transport [130]. General factors that
affect the water flux include properties of the original support layer, additional
flow resistance introduced by the intermediate layer, and polyamide layer.
Herein, we investigate the AAO membrane as a support layer for FO
applications. Chitosan is coated by spinning at different conditions seeking to
achieve the potential benefits mentioned above. A polyamide selective layer is
generated by interfacial polymerizaion.
Alternatively, we synthesize a hydrogel layer on phase inversion ultrafiltration
polysulfone membranes. Then, a polyamide selective layer is prepared on the
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top of the hydrogel modified support layer. The objective of this alternative
membrane preparation is to confirm the role of a hydrophilic intermediate layer in
increasing water transport and to understand how the intermediate layer can be
optimized for that. The prepared TFC FO membranes were tested for FO
performances.
Finally, the intermediate layer is studied using 3D simulation. We study the
effects of different parameters including the intermediate layer’s Darcy
permeability and thickness, as well as the effects of the surface porosity and pore
size of the substrate. Additionally, potential intermediate layer materials are
proposed.
4.2

Experimental

4.2.1 Materials and chemicals
Anodisc 47 0.02 µm and 0.1 µm inorganic membranes (AAO) were purchased
from GE Whatman Company. Coating related chemicals chitosan (medium
molecular weight), acetic acid glacial, and sodium hydroxide were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. The monomer m-phenylene diamine (MPD) and trimesoyl
chloride (TMC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and reacted for interfacial
polymerization. Hexane was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as
solvent in organic phase for interfacial polymerization. Kimtech Science
KimWipes and Milli-Q water were applied during experiments when necessary.
For the hydrogel part, polysulfone (Udel® P-3500 LCD MB7, M w =77,000 to
83,000 g/mol) was purchased from Solvay Specialty Polymers. Polysulfone
(M n ~22,000 g/mol), monomer 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate, cross-linker N,N′-
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methylenebis(acrylamide), initiators ammonium persulfate and sodium bisulfite,
dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), diethylene glycol were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Polyester nonwoven were produced by Hirose
Paper. Polyester Woven Mesh WS0050-60P was purchased from Industrial
Netting, Inc.

Chitosan

2-Hydroxyethyl acrylate

Polysulfone

N,N′-Methylenebis(acrylamide)

Figure 4.1 Molecular formula of related chemicals

4.2.2 Spin coating
The spin coating solution contained 2 wt% chitosan in 1 wt % acetic acid. A
fixed amount (3 mL) of the solution was transferred to the AAO membrane
surface using a pipette. Then spin coating was carried out. Spinning speeds
varied from 500 rpm, 1000 rpm, to 2000 rpm; spinning time was 18 sec. After
optimization, 2000 rpm and 18 second were chosen. After coating, the
membrane was dried overnight before interfacial polymerization.
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4.2.3 Interfacial polymerization
Thin film composite (TFC) membranes were generated by interfacial
polymerization between MPD and TMC. Firstly, AAO substrate with or without
spin coating layer was immersed in 2 wt% MPD water solution for two minutes.
Then, the extra solution on the substrate surface was removed with wipers.
Afterwards, the substrate was assembled in an Amicon cell without cap with the
active layer facing up; 0.2 w/v% TMC in hexane solution was poured into the
Amicon cell. The reaction took place for one and half minutes and forming a thin
polyamide layer. We defined the substrate after the interfacial polymerization as
TFC membrane. Later, the membrane was disassembled from the cell and dried
during one minute in the air. Finally, the resulting TFC membrane was washed
and stored in DI water.
In addition, for the optimized spin conditions (2000 rpm), different MPD
concentrations were studied: 2 wt%, 1 wt%, 0.5 wt%, and 0.1 wt%, while all other
procedures and conditions were maintained the same.
4.2.4 Membrane characterizations
4.2.4.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
All samples were dried totally before preparing for SEM. Q150T sputter coater
(Quorum Technologies) was applied to coat a three nm thick Iridium layer on
each sample. Field emission scanning electron microscopes (Nova Nano 630 or
Quanta 600 FEI) were used to obtain microscopy images for both membrane
surfaces and cross sections.
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4.2.4.2 Pure water permeance
Substrates pure water permeances were experimentally tested and
simulatated. In experiments, the pure water permeance was measured in
custom-made filtration cell. The applied pressure was 2 bar. In simulations, the
digital membrane was firstly generated, as containing two layers, including
selective layer and support layer. The method to make the digital membrane was
the same as introduced in Section 2.3.1. Afterward, the flow simulation was
conducted for each layer in the way described in Section 2.3.2, and then the
entire membrane was simulated for the Darcy permeability; finally the water
permeance was calculated according to Darcy’s law.
4.2.4.3 FO tests
FO tests were carried out in a customized plate-and-frame cell, which has a
circular effective membrane area of 5.3 cm2 and a channel height of one mm as
shown in Figure 4.2. The flow was counter-current and its rate was 100 mL/min
for both channels. The feed solution was Milli-Q water and the draw solution was
2M sodium chloride aqueous solution. The reservoir volume for feed and draw
solutions was 900 mL each. All TFC membranes were tested in both FO and
PRO modes. The water flux was obtained by measuring the mass increase rate
in the draw solution reservoir (refer to Equation (3.4)). The salt flux was
calculated by the salt concentration change in the feed solution (refer to Equation
(3.5)). The reported data, including water flux and salt flux, were the average
value in 30 minutes, after the setup was stable.
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Figure 4.2 FO test cell specially designed for AAO substrate

4.2.5 Membranes with hydrogel layer
4.2.5.1 Substrate fabrication
The polysulfone substrates were prepared by non-solvent induced phase
separation. They were machine-made or hand-made.
4.2.5.1.1 Machine-made substrate
A machine-made substrate was prepared using the membrane casting
machine shown in Figure 4.3. The casting solution included 18 wt% polysulfone
(from Sigma-Aldrich) and 82 wt% DMF. The casting solution was stirred and
settled to eliminate bubbles before using. A nonwoven was used as support for
the porous substrate, which was prepared by casting using a blade with gap of
100 µm. The substrate was then moved into a big water tank to remove the
solvent. After immersing in water for one day (change water after half a day), the
substrate was immersed in 20 v% glycerol in water solution for another day
before being dried in air for storage.
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Figure 4.3 Membrane casting machine

4.2.5.1.2 Hand-made substrate
The casting solution was constituted by 12 wt% polysulfone, 70 wt% NMP,
and 18 wt% diethylene glycol. The casting solution was stirred and settled to
eliminate bubbles before using. The solution was poured onto woven support
fixed on a piece of glass, and a doctor blade casting knife with a gap of 200 µm
(woven thickness inclusive) spread the solution. Afterwards, the glass with woven
and cast polymer solution was transferred to the water bath immediately to allow
phase inversion. The water was refreshed after half an hour for two times to
make sure all the solvent was removed.
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4.2.5.2 Hydrogel layer fabrication
4.2.5.2.1 Mechanism
Hydrogel layer generation was based on free radical polymerization. The
oxygen was removed in order to promote the polymerization. Two initiators,
comprising the oxidant and reducing agents, were added. The redox reaction
was exothermal; after the reaction was initiated, it would continue faster and
faster.
4.2.5.2.2 Experimental procedure
The monomer was forced to pass through the basic aluminum oxide filter in
order to remove the inhibitor; afterward it was stored in the freezer at -20°C
before making the monomer solution.
Firstly, the polymerization was tested in bulk solution to be sure that the
hydrogel was generated. Then, the machine-made substrate was applied and
coated with the hydrogel, because the machine-made substrate is mechanically
stronger and easier to handle though its FO performance is not good due to the
thick and dense fabric layer. Finally, the hand-made substrate was applied and
coated with the hydrogel.
To make a hydrogel layer on top of substrate, the monomer mixture solution
was firstly prepared. The volume ratio of the monomer and the water is 3:10, the
cross-linker N,N′-methylenebis(acrylamide) is 2 wt% of the monomer, sodium
bisulfite is 0.5 w/v% of the monomer, and ammonium persulfate is 1 w/v% of the
monomer. The water applied in this procedure was degassed (mainly to remove
the oxygen) by bubbling with nitrogen gas for 15 minutes before making the
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solution. The solution at the very beginning only had the monomer, cross-linker
and water; it was stirring at a speed of 50 rpm to make a homogeneous mixture.
Initiators were dissolved in a very small amount of water (0.5 mL when the bulk
water is 10 mL, and always in proportion to the bulk water) before adding to the
monomer solution.
After the monomer mixture solution and initiators were ready, all chemicals
and related stuff were transferred into a glovebox, where the working
environment was nitrogen. The monomer mixture solution was continued being
stirred at 200 rpm, at the same time, the two initiators were poured into the
mixture monomer solution at two different spots. After stirring for another one
minute, the mixture solution was ready to make the hydrogel layer.
Firstly, dip coating with mild heat was applied for the machine-made substrate.
The substrate was dipped inside the mixture solution for one minute, and
transferred to a petri dish at 40°C. The total reaction was one hour. In addition,
the fully covered membrane was prepared as follows. The mixture solution was
heated on the top of the hot plate at 40°C for five minutes. Then the solution was
moved out of the hot plate, and stirred by a glass rod manually. Immediately
when the solution became viscous, the substrate was put into the solution and
coated for five seconds. As a result, a homogeneous thin hydrogel layer should
be there and cover the pores. Again, the substrate with the hydrogel layer was
transferred to a petri dish on the hot plate with mild heat to allow further reaction
for one hour. When coating using a frame, the mixture solution was poured into a
frame, where a substrate was assembled with its surface facing upwards. The
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solution was kept there for different periods (one second and one minute,
respectively) and then discarded. Extra droplets on the substrate surface were
carefully absorbed by a wipe without touching the substrate surface. The
substrate was kept inside the glovebox to allow polymerization for 30 minutes
before being brought outside of the glovebox to terminate the reaction.
4.2.5.3 Other related information
Interfacial polymerization was performed on the top of the substrate with or
without hydrogel layer. The detailed procedure can be found in Section 3.2.3.
MPD concentration was 2 wt%, and TMC concentration was 0.1 wt/v%. The
reaction time was 1 min.
FO performance tests were conducted. Details of the procedure can also be
found in Section3.2.4.7. The draw solution was 2M sodium chloride aqueous
solution, and the feed was Milli-Q water. The flow rate for both channels was 100
mL/min.
SEM characterization and contact angle measurement methods are described
in Sections 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.3.
4.3

Intermediate layer modeling
In Section 2.3, the modeling framework is detailed, including the digital

membrane generation and pore-scale flow simulation. Herein we adopt the same
model to analyze the intermediate layer. In total, we consider three different
layers or sublayers: the interfacial polymerization layer, the intermediate layer,
and the substrate surface layer as shown in Figure 4.14.
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Several different parameters are studied such as the thickness and Darcy
permeability of the intermediate layer, surface porosity and average surface pore
size of the substrate.
Firstly, we use Darcy’s law (Equation (2.6)) to calculate the Darcy permeability
of the interfacially polymerized layer. Based on [163], the water permeance of
polyamide layer is in the range of 1.22 ~ 7.70 L m–2 h–1 bar–1, the polyamide layer
thickness may have a wide range of variation from 40 nm to 300 nm [164-166].
Both the Darcy permeability and the thickness of interfacially polymerized layer
have fixed input value, and they do not change the intrinsic relationships between
each layer. Thus, we choose a representative water permeance without posttreatment as 1.22 L m–2 h–1 bar–1 and the polyamide thickness of 150 nm as in
[163]. The water flow resistance from the substrate is neglected, and we consider
the overall TFC membrane’s water permeance as the polyamide layer’s. Finally,
the Darcy permeability of the interfacially polymerized layer is calculated
according to Darcy’s law.
Regarding the intermediate layer, two main factors are studied: the thickness
and the Darcy permeability. For the thickness study, the intermediate layer’s
Darcy permeability is fixed at 1E-18 m2 or 1E-20 m2, and various possible
thicknesses are tested: 10 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 500 nm, and 1000 nm. For the
permeability study, a specific thickness (50 nm or 1 µm) is specified, and different
Darcy permeabilities between 1E-18 m2 and 1E-22 m2 are analyzed: 1E-18 m2,
1E-19 m2, 1E-20 m2, 1E-21 m2, and 1E-22 m2. The Darcy permeability limit
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values correspond to those of the substrate (lower bound), and the polyamide
layer (upper bound).
Besides the intermediate layer, the substrate surface properties such as pore
size and porosity also influence the water permeance. When introducing the
intermediate layer, this layer on different substrates would enhance the water
permeance to different extents. Here we fix the interfacially polymerized layer
and input the same parameters for the intermediate layer (the thickness is 50nm
and the Darcy permeability is 1E-18 m2). When studying the substrate surface
porosity, the average pore size is fixed at 20 nm (Gaussian distribution with a
standard deviation of 5 nm). Different porosities are studied including 10%, 20%,
30%, and 40%. The results compare among different porosities between with
and without the intermediate layer. When studying the average pore size, the
substrate surface porosity is fixed at 20%, and the different sizes are tested: 10
(± 2) nm, 20 (± 5) nm, and 40 (± 10) nm. The pores distributions satisfy Gaussian
distributions; the number in the bracket is standard deviation.
4.4

Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Alumina substrate for FO application
4.4.1.1 Substrate characterizations
AAO is a commercial anodic alumina membrane. Its average membrane
thickness is 60 µm and porosity is 25-50%, according to the supplier. Figure 4.4
shows its unique surface and cross section structure. The surface on the top and
at the bottom is highly porous. The cross section images clearly display the
straight cylindrical pores, and only narrow pore sizes on the top for the selective
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layer. Any fluid entering one side moves in an almost straight flow through this
substrate. This is a characteristic of this membrane, which is engendered by its
particular morphology.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4 Microimages of AAO 0.02 µm substrate for surface and cross section
(a) Surface; (b) Bottom; (c) Cross section; (d) Top region of cross section.
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We studied the surface porosity for the membrane surfaces, including the top
and the bottom. Figure 4.5 shows the original SEM (a) surface and (c) bottom; (b)
and (d) are the corresponding images removing the membrane material and only
maintaining pores (marked in black). Pore area is obtained from Figure 4.5(c)
and (d) by pixel counting. The surface porosity is calculated based on the division
between the pore area and total surface area. The result is 47% for the surface
and 41% for the bottom surface, regarding the AAO 0.02 µm membrane. Both
surface porosities are within the volumetric porosity range of 25%-50%, provided
by the manufacturer. The top surface porosity is a bit higher than the bottom
surface porosity. Pore walls are thinner at the surface, as observed in Figure
4.4(d), though surface pores are smaller.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5 AAO 0.02 µm substrate surface porosity analysis
(a) Surface SEM; (b) Surface pores only; (c) Bottom surface SEM; (d) Bottom surface pores only.

The substrates pure water permeance we measured in our experiments is
listed in Table 4.1; similar results for the same kind of membrane are found in
Hamad’s dissertation [167] and are also displayed in the table. The difference in
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results may come from the different test conditions. Hamad applied a pressure of
0.45 bar for 0.1 um membrane, 0.6 bar for 0.02 um membrane; our tests are
performed at two bars. Regarding the pure water permeance simulation, the
input parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. The porosity is set at 40%
considering both volumetric porosity from the supplier (25-50%) and our analysis
data for surface porosity (47% for the surface porosity and 41% for bottom
surface). The digital membrane for each layer is supposed to be cylindrical pores
with a geometry similar to that shown in Figure 4.6. The Darcy permeability and
permeance results from simulations are summarized in Table 4.3. These
simulated permeances are close to the experimental measurements. Hence, the
digital modeling and flow simulations are a useful method to represent the
membrane morphology and flow characteristics.

Table 4.1 Experimental pure water permeance
Pure water permeance (L m-1 h-1 bar-1)
References
AAO 0.02 µm

AAO 0.1 µm

1570 ± 20

3605 ± 42

This work

1750

4600

[167]
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Table 4.2 Input parameters for simulations
Parameters

AAO 0.02 µm

AAO 0.1 µm

Surface pore size, µm

0.02

0.1

Bottom pore size, µm

0.18

0.225

Selective layer thickness, µm

0.5

0.5

Support layer thickness, µm

59.5

59.5

Total thickness, µm

60

60

Porosity

40%

40%

Figure 4.6 Cylindrical geometry in AAO substrate (digital image)
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Table 4.3 Pure water permeance from simulations
Darcy Permeability (×10-16 m2)
Substrate

Permeance

Selective

Support

Entire

layer

layer

substrate

AAO 0.02 µm

0.0467

3.81

2.28

1368

AAO 0.1 µm

1.17

5.96

5.76

3458

(L m-1 h-1 bar-1)

4.4.1.2 Coating layer characterizations
Figure 4.7 shows the surfaces and cross sections of the coating layer at
different spinning speeds. All cases are totally covered by chitosan with different
thicknesses. By the lowest spinning speed 500 rpm, the substrate has the
thickest coating, followed by 1000 rpm, and the substrate under 2000 rpm. The
surface pore pattern is very clear in the substrate spun at 2000 rpm; this also
hints its thinnest thickness. From the substrates’ cross section images, we can
say that the pore walls are not as empty as the substrate without coating. It
probably is caused by the penetrating chitosan during spinning. This
phenomenon appears in all cases at different spinning speeds.
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(a)

(b)

897 nm

(c)

(d)

164 nm

(e)

(f)

69 nm

Figure 4.7 Microimages of coating layer at different spinning speeds
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(a) Coating surface (500 rpm); (b) Cross section (500 rpm); (c) Coating surface (1000 rpm); (d)
Cross section (1000 rpm); (e) Coating surface (2000 rpm); (f) Cross section (2000 rpm)

4.4.1.3 TFC membrane characterizations
Figure 4.8 shows the membrane morphology after fabricating the polyamide
layer at different conditions. Regarding the surface, the raw substrate has a thin
interfacial polymerization layer, which reflects the substrate’s surface pore
pattern. Thicker chitosan coating substrates (with a spinning speed of 500 rpm
and 1000 rpm, respectively) have similar polyamide surface with smaller and
more regular nodular shapes. The substrate with a coating at the speed of 2000
rpm has bigger and irregular nodular shapes. The reason probably is that the
coating is very thin and the pore pattern underneath together with the chitosan
layer affects the selective layer morphology. From the cross section, the
polyamide layer can be noticed besides the chitosan coating layer since the
polyamide layer is much rougher than the coating layer.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.8 Microimages of polyamide layer for different substrates
(a) Polyamide surface (no coating); (b) Cross section (no coating); (c) Polyamide surface (500
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rpm); (d) Cross section (500 rpm); (e) Polyamide surface (1000 rpm); (f) Cross section (1000
rpm); (g) Polyamide surface (2000 rpm); (h) Cross section (2000 rpm)

TFC membranes’ FO performances are listed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5
based on different conditions. Both FO and PRO modes data are reported. Table
4.4 shows the results on the basis of the control substrate without coating and
with spin coating by 2 wt% chitosan at different spinning speeds while controlling
the same interfacial polymerization conditions (2 wt% MPD and 0.2 w/v% TMC).
Among these FO membranes (no matter with or without coating), The TFC
membrane with the thickest coating at 500 rpm has the lowest water flux; the one
with the thinnest coating at 2000 rpm has the highest water flux for both modes.
The water flux for the control TFC membrane has a water flux between the
lowest and highest end. Regarding the reverse salt flux, the control TFC
membrane performs worst with the highest salt flux value and also the biggest
sample standard deviations. The reason is that AAO substrate sometimes has a
few defects on the membrane surface as shown in Figure 4.9, which later will
introduce the defect in the polyamide layer in the manufacture process. The
defect issue for the same type of membrane is also observed in [168]. Other TFC
membranes with chitosan coating avoid this kind of surface defects and improve
salt transfer issue. However, only the TFC membrane at 2000 rpm coating had
the lowest reverse salt flux. This is probably caused by the trace acetic acid left
in the coating layer after spin coating and drying. Membranes are dry before
interfacial polymerization, but are always maintained wet after the process. The
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chitosan layer expands somehow and trends to loosen due to the trace acetic
acid inside when the immersion time increases, so that the salt flux goes up
correspondingly. The TFC membrane at 2000 rpm has the thinnest coating and
only involves the smallest amount among the coating membrane. Since the trace
remaining acetic acid is restricted and coating layer is the thinnest, TFC
membrane at 2000 rpm outperform in FO performances including higher water
flux and lower reverse salt flux for both FO and PRO modes.

Table 4.4 FO performances for TFC membranes (different spinning speeds)
Chitosan
TFC

coating layer

Membrane

thickness
(µm)

FO modeb

PRO modeb

Water flux

Salt flux

Water flux

Salt flux

(L m-1 h-1)

(g m-1 h-1)

(L m-1 h-1)

(g m-1 h-1)

Control

0

10.3 ± 1.2

33.8 ± 41.7 22.1 ± 3.4

31.1 ± 20.4

500 rpma

897

8.7 ± 0.4

16.9 ± 4.9

12.4 ± 1.1

1000 rpma

164

11.2 ± 0.1

16.4 ± 12.9 21.2 ± 0.4

23.5 ± 16.2

2000 rpma

69

13.4 ± 0.6

5.5 ± 3.3

9.5 ± 2.3

14.1 ± 0.7

26.4 ± 0.8

Notes:
a

Spin coating conditions for the substrate: a specific spinning speed as listed; coating solution
was 2 wt% chitosan in 1 wt% acetic acid; the spinning time is 18 seconds; the substrate was
dried immediately after spinning for overnight before interfacial polymerization.
b

Feed solution: MQ water, draw solution: 2M sodium chloride aqueous solution; counter-cross
flow with a circulating flow rate of 100 mL/min for both sides.
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Figure 4.9 Surface defect on AAO substrate

After the spinning speed is optimized, we fixed at the optimal speed (2000
rpm) and tested the lower coating solution concentration for spinning and lower
MPD concentration for interfacial polymerization to further improve FO
performances. In Table 4.5, the case 2 wt% chitosan coating and 2 wt% MPD is
the same TFC membrane performing best in Table 4.4 with the highest water flux
and lowest salt flux for both modes. But here, most of other cases have higher
water flux than this case. It is reasonable because when the coating solution
concentration or MPD concentration decreases, the flow resistance diminishes
due to the thinner coating layer or polyamide layer. The disadvantage is that all
the reverse salt fluxes are much higher than the case 2 wt% chitosan coating and
2 wt% MPD. Regarding the case 1 wt% chitosan coating and 2 wt% MPD, it
applied 1 wt% coating solution whose viscosity is much less than 2 wt% solution,
and then the pores are not covered anymore as shown in Figure 4.10(a), even
less for the potential surface defects. As a result, the salt flux goes up. Figure
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4.10(b) is the cross section image after coating, it also confirms that the coating
is very thin limited on the material, and the pores are uncovered. Though the
substrate morphology does not change much after this specific coating, the
chitosan on the substrate surface affects the interfacial polymerization generation.
Figure 4.10(c) and (d) show that the case 1 wt% chitosan coating and 2 wt%
MPD has a rougher polyamide layer with more irregular nodular shapes, which
means a bigger effective area for water flow. That is why this case has a higher
water flux than that of the control TFC membrane in Table 4.4. Regarding cases
2% chitosan, 1% MPD and 0.5% MPD, it is probably because the lower
monomer concentration leads a thinner polyamide layer, which is more
permeable but also taking higher risk to pass more salts.

Table 4.5 FO performances for TFC membranes (Different chitosan or MPD
concentrations)
FO modec
TFC Membrane

Water flux
-1

-1

PRO modec
Salt flux
-1

-1

Water flux
-1

-1

Salt flux

(L m h )

(g m h )

(L m h )

(g m-1 h-1)

1% chitosan, 2% MPDa

16.7 ± 0.6

27.8 ± 1.4

28.4 ± 3.5

24.5 ± 3.4

2% chitosan, 2% MPDa

13.4 ± 0.6

5.5 ± 3.3

26.4 ± 0.8

9.5 ± 2.3

2% chitosan, 1% MPDab

16.6

44.8

31.3

53.8

2% chitosan, 0.5% MPDab 14.0

27.2

20.3

42.8

Notes:
a

Spin coating conditions for the substrate: a fixed spinning speed of 2000 rpm; coating solution
was 1 wt% or 2 wt% chitosan in 1 wt% acetic acid as marked in the table; the spinning time is 18
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seconds; the substrate was dried immediately after spinning for overnight before interfacial
polymerization.
b

Only one trial was conducted, hence no standard deviations were shown. Because the result
didn’t show promising, we decided not to repeat in order to save materials and time.

c

Feed solution: Milli-Q water, draw solution: 2M sodium chloride aqueous solution; counter-cross
flow with a circulating flow rate of 100 mL/min for both sides.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10 Microimages for 1% chitosan coating membrane
(a) Surface after coated by 1% chitosan; (b) Cross section after coated by 1% chitosan; (c)
Surface with polyamide layer deposited on (a); (d) Cross section of (c)
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In order to improve the 500 rpm spinning coating case, a basic solution (pH=8
sodium hydroxide aqueous solution) deposition was proceeded immediately for
40 minutes after spinning to remove the acidic acid in the coating solution to
avoid defects and improve the salt rejection. The results shown in Table 4.6
express the possibility of membrane improvement.

Table 4.6 FO performance of spinning coated membrane treated with basic
solution
FO mode

PRO mode

TFC
Membrane
500 rpm

Water flux

Salt flux

Water flux

Salt flux

(LMH)

(gMH)

(LMH)

(gMH)

12.7 ± 0.8

2.5 ± 1.2

28.4 ± 4.2

5.0 ± 0.6

Note:
The AAO 0.02 µm substrate was spinning coated at 500 rpm for 18 seconds with 2 wt% chitosan
solution. Afterwards, the substrate was immersed in a sodium hydroxide solution with pH = 8 for
40 minutes. Finally, it was dried overnight before interfacial polymerization.

Generally, the AAO substrate with chitosan coating at an optimized condition
performs better than the control membrane without the coating. With a low
porosity as 25-50%, the FO performance is already quite good. It is not fair to
compare an inorganic membrane with low porosity with other polymeric
membrane with high porosity. The objective of the work here is to confirm that
the geometry of cylindrical structure is beneficial for FO and improve the internal
concentration polarization.
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4.4.1.4 Potential FO substrate morphology
We successfully applied alumina substrate in FO applications. The
performance is good, considering its low porosity (25-50%) compared to
polymeric membranes (usually above 60%, often around 75%). Morphology
modifications for this cylindrical substrate would improve the FO performance
further. Figure 4.11 summarizes potentially good morphologies that minimize the
internal concentration polarization for FO applications. First, the introduction of
inter-channels between cylindrical pores (Figure 4.11(a)) increases the porosity,
and also improves the mass transfer in the cross flow FO setup. Figure 4.11(b)
shows the inter-connected pores in a sectional view. There have been related
studies published and illustrated its accessibility to make such inter-connected
pores [169, 170]. When the inter-connected pores increase in number and are
smaller in size, these inter-connected pores are similar to those created by the
additive in polymeric membranes. Second, bigger hierarchical pores could be
added from the bottom (Figure 4.11(c)), which also would enlarge the porosity
and enhance the mass transfer. A hierarchical morphology could also be realized
[171, 172]. The morphology proposed here is not limited to inorganic membranes;
the same idea can be applied to organic membranes. As shown in Figure 4.11(d),
the substrate is suggested to remove the bottom sponge layer and open the
finger-like macrovoid structures from the bottom, and then the FO performance
would become better due to the reduction in the internal concentration
polarization. One evidence is from [173]. Tao He’s research team co-cast an FO
substrate with polysulfone and polyetherimide, and the polyetherimide layer
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beneath the polysulfone layer was peeled off to open up the bottom pores. The
resulting membrane performed better, compared to the single casting membrane
subject to similar conditions. Furthermore, if cylindrical pores could be etched
from the surface to reach the finger-like macrovoids, like the cylindrical pores in
green with red boundaries embedded in Figure 4.11(d), these could probably
further benefit the FO performance. When researchers test a new or modified
material for FO substrate, they may profit further from the physical structure
besides the chemical properties if they consider the substrate morphology.

Figure 4.11 Summary of potentially good FO substrate morphologies
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4.4.2 Hydrogel layer in FO application results
4.4.2.1 Bulk hydrogel
The bulk hydrogel generated here was poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate-co-N,N'methylene bisacrylamide) with an appearance of a gel as shown in Figure 4.12.
The hydrogel generated wiht a solution of the low monomer concentration
monomer solution was felt more flexible; yet the hydrogel generated by with
higher monomer concentration was more rigid, and denser.

Figure 4.12 The bulk hydrogel based on poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate-co-N,N'methylene bisacrylamide)

4.4.2.2 Substrates
4.4.2.2.1 Membrane morphology
Firstly, the hydrogel coating was studied based on machine-made substrate.
The substrate with and without hydrogel coating are shown in Figure 4.13.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

500 nm

Figure 4.13 Microimages for substrates with and without hydrogel coating
(a) polysulfone substrae before hydrogel coating, (b) polysulfone substrate after hydrogel partial
coating, (c) polysulfone substrate after hydrogel full coating.

4.4.2.2.2 Hydrophilicity
The hydrogel layer was hydrophilic due to its hydroxyl group; hence the
contact angle for substrates with the hydrogel layer was lower than those without
this layer as shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Contact angles of the substrates
Substrate
Machine-made polysulfone
support

Contact angle (°)

93 ± 3

Partial coated hydrogel

74 ± 3

Fully coated hydrogel

64 ± 5
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4.4.2.3 Hydrogel based FO membranes
The polyamide layer was prepared on the machine-made substrate and handmade substrate with or without hydrogel. We referred all these membranes with
the polyamide layer as TFC FO membranes, and tested them for FO
performance. Control experiment means without hydrogel layer. The results are
shown in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9. It seems that the hydrogel coating layer hasn’t
really help in these membranes. In Table 4.8, all TFC membranes don’t perform
well because of the thick and dense nonwoven fabric support and potential pore
collapse due to the mild heat in dry status; the difference between the control and
coating membrane is not clear. Table 4.9 uncovers the difference among
different TFC membranes with hand-made substrates. The control TFC
membrane performs better in FO performance, and all other hydrogel coated
membranes are underachieving. Fully coating membrane had the lowest water
flux, which means the hydrogel made here is not highly permeable.
Table 4.8 Machine-made substrates based TFC membranes’ FO performances
Water flux

Salt flux

(L m-1 h-1)

(g m-1 h-1)

Control with machine-made substrate

3.0 ± 0.6

12.8 ± 3.7

Dip-coating with mild heat

3.4 ± 3.0

13.4 ± 12.1

TFC Membrane

Notes:
1. Feed solution: MQ water; draw solution: 2M sodium chloride aqueous solution.
2. Flow rate for both channels: 100 mL/min.
3. The tests were operated in FO mode.
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Table 4.9 Hand-made substrates based TFC membranes’ FO performances
Water flux

Salt flux

(L m-1 h-1)

(g m-1 h-1)

Control

18.8 ± 2.0

4.6 ± 0.9

Coat 1 minute

11.1 ± 0.6

9.9 ± 3.9

Coat 1 second

14.3 ± 1.8

8.1 ± 5.0

Full coat by glass

2.0 ± 1.5

353 ± 38

Full coat by frame

9.6 ± 1.6

7.3 ± 3.8

TFC Membrane

Notes:
1. Feed solution: MQ water; draw solution: 2M sodium chloride aqueous solution.
2. Flow rate for both channels: 100 mL/min.
3. The tests were operated in FO mode.
4. “Full coat” means the procedure we followed is for fully coated, but does not promise full
coating.

4.4.3 Simulation results and discussion
The top region of TFC membranes with the intermediate layer is studied, and
the related flow simulations are carried out. The top polyamide layer has Darcy
permeabilities in the range of 5.08E-22 m2 to 3.21E-21 m2 calculated based on
Darcy’s law. In the majority of simulations, the Darcy permeability of the
polyamide layer is chosen as 5.08E-22 m2. Only when comparing the influencing
degree from different polyamide layer’s Darcy permeabilities, the other Darcy
permeability value 3.21E-21 m2 is applied. The Darcy permeability of a common
substrate with a water permeance of 500 L m–2 h–1 bar–1 and a thickness of 100
µm is 1.39E-16 m2. The substrate we made in Section 2 has a Darcy
permeability in the order ranging from 1E-17 to 1E-18 m2. Therefore, we assume
a permeable material for the intermediate layer with a Darcy permeability of 1E-
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18 m2 in our simulation. The bottom layer only considers the substrate surface
with a thickness of 100 nm and cylindrical surface pores. There are several
reasons not to take the whole substrate into account. First of all, the substrate
does not restrict the water flow significantly when compared to the polyamide
layer. Since the substrate is much thicker than the polyamide layer (around 1000
order larger), it increases the computational work required. Finally, we study the
top region of the TFC membrane here; and then we should control the substrate
at the same condition and compare the difference only induced from the top
sublayers. Therefore, the substrate is only considered the top surface pores as
mentioned above.
Figure 4.14 depicts the layered structures with different thicknesses of the
intermediate layer. The flow simulation results are shown in Table 4.10. The
Darcy permeability of the top zone increases when the intermediate layer
thickness increases, but the water permeance is only affected by the presence or
not of the intermediate layer. The mechanism can be analyzed from Figures 4.15
and 4.16. In Figure 4.15, both pressure and velocity distributions are portrayed
for two cases: without the intermediate layer and with a 50 nm thick intermediate
layer. The pressure drop mainly happens in the polyamide layer due to its low
Darcy permeability, which behaves as a barrier. The difference between Figure
4.15(a) and Figure 4.15(c) is the pressure at the bottom region of the polyamide
layer near the interface (black line in (a) and gray line in (c)). The pressure drops
more quickly in case (c) for the same polyamide layer; hence the water
permeance is higher in (c) which is confirmed by the velocity distributions of
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cases (b) and (d). There are more water pathways entering the substrate pores
in case (d), and then the average velocity is higher with the intermediate layer.
This can be further confirmed in Figure 4.16. At the substrate surface, the
velocity has the same pattern in cases (b) and (c) as the surface pore pattern in
(a). Between (b) and (c), the velocity in (c) is obviously higher than that in (b),
which means that with the intermediate layer’s assistance, more water in case (c)
passes through the substrate surface pores.
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Figure 4.14 Different intermediate layer thicknesses in TFC membrane’s top
region
In each image, the red at the top represents the polyamide layer; the green at the bottom
represents the substrate surface; the purple in the middle represents the intermediate layer with
different thicknesses: (a) 0 nm; (b) 10 nm; (c) 50 nm; (d) 100 nm; (e) 500 nm; (f) 1000 nm.
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Table 4.10 Water flow properties at different thicknesses of intermediate layer
with a Darcy permeability 1E-18 m2
Thickness Darcy permeability

Average flow velocity

Permeance

(nm)

(m2)

at 5 bar (m/s)

(L m-1 h-1 bar-1)

0

7.398E-22

1.480E-06

1.066

10

8.807E-22

1.694E-06

1.220

50

1.017E-21

1.694E-06

1.220

100

1.187E-21

1.695E-06

1.220

500

2.557E-21

1.705E-06

1.228

1000

4.264E-21

1.706E-06

1.228

Figure 4.15 Pressure and velocity distribution in TFC membrane’s top region with
and without intermediate layer
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(a) pressure distribution without the intermediate layer; (b) velocity distribution without the
intermediate layer; (c) pressure distribution with a 50 nm thick intermediate layer; (b) velocity
distribution with a 50 nm thick intermediate layer. Gray line is the surface of the intermediate
layer, and the black line is the surface of the substrate.

Figure 4.16 Velocity distribution comparison at the substrate surface with and
without intermediate layer
(a) structure; (b) velocity distribution without the intermediate layer; (b) velocity distribution with a
50 nm thick intermediate layer

Though the polyamide layer is fixed in all cases, we seek to understand how
the Darcy permeability of polyamide layer influences the simulation results.
Therefore, an alternative polyamide layer’s Darcy permeability of 3.21E-21 m2 is
studied; the results are shown in Table 4.11. A similar trend is obtained. The
intermediate layer improves the Darcy permeability and water permeance, and
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with such a highly permeable intermediate layer, the membrane with a different
thickness of the intermediate layer does not vary much (When the thickness
increases, the water permeance slightly decreases. This time, the increase of the
top region’s Darcy permeability is not as pronounced as in Table 4.10 to
overcome the hindrance from the increasing thickness). Comparing Tables 4.11
and 4.10, the improvements by introducing the intermediate layer are more
pronounced, when the polyamide layer is more permeable, especially when the
additional layer is thinner.

Table 4.11 Water flow properties at different thicknesses of intermediate layer
with a Darcy permeability 1E-18 m2 (with a different selective layer permeability)
Thickness

Darcy permeability

Average flow velocity

Permeance

(nm)

(m2)

at 5 bar (m/s)

(LMH/bar)

0

4.696E-21

9.391E-06

6.762

10

5.557E-21

1.069E-05

7.694

50

6.410E-21

1.068E-05

7.690

100

7.476E-21

1.068E-05

7.690

500

1.597E-20

1.064E-05

7.661

1000

2.637E-20

1.055E-05

7.596

Since the intermediate layer may not have such a high Darcy permeability as
1E-18 m2; another set with a lower Darcy permeability 1E-20 m2 is investigated,
and the results are presented in Table 4.12. When the intermediate layer is thin,
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this additional permeable layer still facilitates the water flow and improves the
water permeance. But the Darcy permeability 1E-20 m2 is not as high as that in
the previous set (1E-18 m2); hence, when the intermediate layer turns thicker,
though the overall Darcy permeability still increases (because the intermediate
layer’s Darcy permeability 1E-20 m2 is still much higher than the polyamide
layer’s Darcy permeability 5.08E-22 m2), the average flow velocity and the water
permeance go down.

Table 4.12 Water flow properties at different thicknesses of intermediate layer
with a Darcy permeability 1E-20 m2
Thickness

Darcy permeability

Average flow velocity

Permeance

(nm)

(m2)

at 5 bar (m/s)

(LMH/bar)

0

7.398E-22

1.480E-06

1.066

10

8.719E-22

1.677E-06

1.207

50

9.944E-22

1.657E-06

1.193

100

1.145E-21

1.635E-06

1.177

500

2.189E-21

1.459E-06

1.050

1000

3.599E-21

1.440E-06

1.037

In Table 4.13, we fixed the thickness of the intermediate layer at 50 nm, and
studied the Darcy permeability effect of the intermediate layer on the water
permeance. The thickness 10 nm is too thin and practically not easy to cover the
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substrate surface pores completely, whose size is usually ranging between 10 to
50 nm in diameter in TFC membranes. The results in the table reveal that the
water permeance together with the whole domain’s Darcy permeability and the
average flow velocity decreases when the intermediate layer’s Darcy
permeability goes down. The intermediate layer can perform well when its Darcy
permeability is higher than 1E-20 m2. Figure 4.17 depicts the pressure and
velocity distributions with an intermediate layer of different Darcy permeabilities:
the high Darcy permeability 1E-18 m2 of and the low Darcy permeability of 1E-22
m2. Looking into the pressure profile, we can see that the pressure drop mainly
happens in the top of the polyamide layer for a highly permeable intermediate
layer case (Figure 4.17(a)); while the pressure drop takes place also in the
intermediate layer regarding a low permeable intermediate layer case (Figure
4.17(c)). In the velocity profile, the velocity through the substrate surface is larger
in the highly permeable intermediate layer case (Figure 4.17(b)) compared to the
lowly permeable case (Figure 4.17(d)). Hence, we conclude that the intermediate
layer benefits the performance only when it is highly permeable, or else it
induces extra flow resistance.
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Table 4.13 Water flow properties at different Darcy permeabilities of 50 nm thick
intermediate layer
Intermediate layer's
Darcy permeability
2

(m )

Darcy permeability for
2

the whole domain (m )

Average flow
velocity at 5 bar
(m/s)

Permeance
(L m-1 h-1 bar-1)

1E-18

1.017E-21

1.694E-06

1.220

1E-19

1.015E-21

1.692E-06

1.218

1E-20

9.944E-22

1.657E-06

1.193

1E-21

8.236E-22

1.373E-06

0.989

1E-22

3.027E-22

5.045E-07

0.363

Figure 4.17 Pressure and velocity distribution with an intermediate layer of
different Darcy permeabilities
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(a) pressure distribution in TFC membrane’s top region with the intermediate layer of a Darcy
2

permeability 1E-18 m ; (b) velocity distribution at the substrate surface with the intermediate layer
2

of a Darcy permeability 1E-18 m ; (c) pressure distribution in TFC membrane’s top region with the
2

intermediate layer of a Darcy permeability 1E-22 m ; (d) velocity distribution at the substrate
2

surface with the intermediate layer of a Darcy permeability 1E-22 m .

It is not easy to make a thin coating layer in the order of 50 nm using different
coating techniques such as dip coating. Hence, a thickness of 1 µm, which is
common by dip coating, is studied as well. Table 4.14 with a 1 µm thick
intermediate layer portraits the similar trend as that in Table 4.13 with a 50 nm
thick intermediate layer. The overall Darcy permeability decreases when the
intermediate layer’s Darcy permeability goes down. When the Darcy permeability
of the intermediate layer is high enough, this extra layer assists water flow and
gains higher water permeance than the case without this layer. Comparing Table
4.13 with Table 4.14, when the thickness of the intermediate layer is bigger, the
critical Darcy permeability for this layer becomes larger.
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Table 4.14 Water flow properties at different Darcy permeabilities of 1 µm thick
intermediate layer
Intermediate layer's
Darcy permeability
(m2)

Darcy permeability for
2

the whole domain (m )

Average flow
velocity at 5 bar
(m/s)

Permeance
(LMH/bar)

1E-18

4.264E-21

1.706E-06

1.228

1E-19

4.108E-21

1.643E-06

1.183

1E-20

3.599E-21

1.440E-06

1.037

1E-21

9.729E-22

3.892E-07

0.280

1E-22

1.226E-22

4.903E-08

0.035

The substrate surface properties also determine how much improvement the
intermediate layer behaves compared to those without an intermediate layer.
Herein two factors are studies: surface porosity and average pore size.
Different porosities of substrate surface are studied: 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%,
when fixing the average pore size at 20 nm. The substrate surface morphologies
can be seen in Figure 4.18. Intermediate layer contributes more to the water
permeance for the low porosity surface, as shown in Figure 4.19. With the
assistance of the intermediate layer, substrate with different porosities can
optimize their water permeance to the same amount around 1.22 L m-1 h-1 bar-1.
The substrate whose surface porosity is low has less water channels to collect
water directly from the polyamide layer; hence its water permeance is much
lower when there is no intermediate layer. In the other words, the intermediate
layer benefits most the low substrate surface porosity membranes.
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Figure 4.18 Substrate surface with different porosities
(a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30% and (d) 40%. Pores are in Gaussian distribution; the average pore size
is 20 nm with a standard deviation 5 nm.

Water permeance, L m-1 h-1 bar-1
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Figure 4.19 Water permeance comparison with and without intermediate layer
under different substrate surface porosities

When the substrate surface porosity is fixed (here we chose 20%), the
intermediate layer improves the performance to different extents when compared
to the membrane without the intermediate layer if the average substrate pore size
is varied (here we study 10 nm, 20 nm, and 40 nm). The substrate surface
morphologies are shown in Figure 4.20. Similar to Figure 4.19, the water
permeance is consistent with the intermediate layer. Since the smaller pore size
provides higher water permeance at the same porosity (further details are found
in Section 2.4.5.3), the intermediate layer enhances more for the case with larger
substrate average surface pore size.
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Figure 4.20 Substrate surface with different average pore size
(a) 10 (± 2) nm, (b) 20 (± 5) nm, (c) 40 (± 10) nm. Pores are in Gaussian distribution; the number

Water permeance, L m-1 h-1 bar-1

in the bracket is standard deviation.
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Figure 4.21 Water permeance comparison with and without intermediate layer
under different substrate average surface pore sizes
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Therefore, the intermediate layer is beneficial to TFC membranes water
permeance, when its Darcy permeability is high enough (usually higher than 1E20 m2). The improvement is larger when the polyamide layer is more permeable
especially when the additional layer is thinner. A thicker intermediate layer does
not improve the water permeance further at the coating thickness range though
the overall Darcy permeability increases; hence the thinner layers are better to
save the material as long as the layer covers the substrate pores. Another
significant factor is the Darcy permeability of the intermediate layer. The Darcy
permeability of this extra layer has to be maximized to improve performance. The
thicker intermediate layer causes a larger critical Darcy permeability to make it
profitable. The intermediate layer brings more benefits for a substrate with a low
surface porosity or big surface pore sizes, and it is a good alternative especially
when it is difficult to improve the substrate by increasing the surface porosity or
pore size of the substrate.
4.4.4 Potential intermediate layer materials
Materials that are mechanically and chemically stable as well as highly
permeable can serve as intermediate layers. A promising chemical is cellulose as
proposed by Livazovic et al. [130], and has also been confirmed by comparing
the water permeance before and after depositing the polyamide layer. According
to the related thickness and water permeance of a polysulfone substrate with and
without cellulose layer, the Darcy permeability can be calculated using Darcy’s
law and the results are shown in Table 4.15. The average Darcy permeability of
the cellulose on top of the polysulfone substrate is 1.80e-19 m2. Using the same
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method, we measured the thickness and water permeance of a polysulfone
substrate with and without a chitosan layer, and then calculated the Darcy
permeability of the chitosan. Different potential materials including cellulose,
chitosan, and different hydrogels are summarized in Table 4.16 with their Darcy
permeabilities and corresponding references. The Darcy permeability of the
hydrogels varied in a big range with several orders. It is very important to choose
a highly permeable gel for the intermediate layer. Otherwise, it does not improve
the water flux as investigated in Section 4.4.2.

Table 4.15 Darcy permeabilities of cellulose on polysulfone support in [130]
Coating solution
(% cellulose)

Support

Thickness of

Water

Darcy

cellulose layer

permeance

permeability

(μm)

(LMH/bar)

(m2)

2

Polysulfone

0.4

263

2.9e-19

5

Polysulfone

0.9

25.6

6.4e-20

10

Polysulfone

2.3

13.8

8.8e-20
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Table 4.16 Darcy permeabilities of potential materials for intermediate layer

Material

Darcy
permeability (m2)

Substrate

References

Cellulose

1.80E-19

Polysulfone

[130]

Cellulose

4.14E-20

Polyacrylonitrile

[130]

Chitosan

5.20E-20

Polysulfone

This work

HEMA gel (38.7 water%)

7.50E-21

None

[174]

HEMA gel (53.8 water%)

9.40E-21

None

[174]

PGMA gel (41.2 water%)

8.70E-21

None

[174]

PGMA gel (62.6 water%)

2.80E-20

None

[174]

Agarose gel (2%)

3.53E-16

Agarose gel (3.9%)

1.01E-16

Agarose gel (5.6%)

2.50E-17

Agarose gel (7.3%)

1.50E-17

Acrylamide gel (5%)

3.79E-19

None

[176]

Acrylamide gel (7.5%)

2.70E-19

None

[176]

Acrylamide gel (10%)

1.82E-19

None

[176]

Embedded woven
polyester meshes
Embedded woven
polyester meshes
Embedded woven
polyester meshes
Embedded woven
polyester meshes

[175]

[175]

[175]

[175]
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Acrylamide gel (15%)

1.40E-19

None

[176]

Note:
HEMA: 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate; PGMA: propylene glycol monoacrylate.

4.5

Conclusions
An anodic alumina substrate is studied due to its unique cylindrical pore

morphology from top to bottom. Our investigation shows that the anodic alumina
membrane could be applied as the support layer of FO membrane. Chitosan spin
coating is helpful to stabilize and improve the FO performance for this kind of
substrate. The cylindrical morphology offers very low tortuosity, performs well
considering its inherent porosity, and can be further improved by increasing the
porosity in different directions. Two kinds of pores are helpful: inter-connected
pores connecting the neighboring cylindrical pores and hierarchical pores
opening up the bottom surface. By introducing these, more pathways are
available for the water flow to wash out the salts. Though the potential good
substrate morphologies are proposed based on anodic alumina substrate, other
materials (including organic polymers) targeting a similar morphology should also
reduce internal concentration polarization and enhance FO performance.
TFC FO membranes with the hydrogel modified support layer do not promise
to outperform those without hydrogel modification. The hydrogel studied here
was not permeable enough. The application of this hydrogel layer in FO
membrane may improve the hydrophilicity and hence improve the antifouling
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properties of the membrane. Alternatively, another hydrogel with other chemical
compositions might have higher Darcy permeability and figure it out.
The intermediate layer is advantageous to the water permeance, when the
layer is highly permeable (usually above 1E-20 m2). The optimal layer would
have a small thickness and a high Darcy permeability. The improvement from
this layer would be larger, if the polyamide layer would be more permeable.
Substrates with different surface pore properties have different water
permeances even though their polyamide layers are the same. With the
assistance of the intermediate layer, all the substrates can be optimized to gain
the maximum water permeance. Potential materials for the intermediate layer
can be cellulose, chitosan, and highly permeable hydrogel.
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5

General conclusions
Forward osmosis is a promising membrane process. However, it requires a

good support layer to succeed. The morphology of this layer is the main concern
in this dissertation. Structural design for the support layer is strictly necessary to
reduce the impact of the internal concentration polarization. Most FO research
studies the performance and calculates the structural parameter which lays on
the membrane’s tortuosity, without taking into account the exact morphology of
frequently asymmetric membranes. Our pore-scale modeling for digitally
generated membranes combined with flow simulation is a better approach by
skipping the tortuosity calculation but using real geometries to predict the water
permeance and the water transport velocity in different layers of the membrane.
Cylindrical pores were proposed as advantageous for mass transfer.
Typical substrates, such as block copolymer membranes and anodic alumina
membrane are chosen because of their special morphology involving cylindrical
pores. Block copolymer substrates have cylindrical pores only at the top layer
with a very regular pore pattern at the surface. These characteristics are helpful
for the mass transfer near the interface with the selective layer, that is, ICP at the
interface would be reduced. Besides, the pore interconnections are very good
and ICP for this block copolymer substrate is not serious. Based on the specific
morphology of block copolymer substrate, digital layered morphologies are
studied, and the Darcy permeability and diffusivity for each layer are calculated.
All this information is fed to 2D cross flow FO process simulations. The resulting
simulated FO water and salt fluxes fit well with the experimental data.
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Anodic alumina substrates are studied due to their unique pore morphology:
cylindrical pores from top to bottom. Chitosan spin coating is helpful to stabilize
and improve the FO performance for this kind of substrate. The cylindrical
morphology offers very low tortuosity. Further improvements could increase its
porosity, introduce inter-connected pores, link the neighboring cylindrical pores,
and hierarchical pores open the bottom surface. By doing so, more pathways
would be available for the water flow, to easily wash out the solute. Hence, ICP
issue can be reduced and FO performance can be enhanced.
The intermediate layer coating on the support layer is also studied. If the layer
is highly permeable, this extra layer improves the FO performance, better
distributing the water. But if the layer does not have a high permeability, the extra
flow resistance provided by this coating layer hinders the mass transfer. Usually,
Darcy permeability higher than 1E-20 m2 is necessary for this intermediate layer.
For substrates with low surface porosity or big surface pore sizes, the
intermediate layer brings more benefits.
Future research should design cylindrical pore geometries with interconnected pores and hierarchical wider pores at the bottom to obtain an optimal
morphology for the support layer of FO membrane. Besides, other intermediate
layer’s materials can be studied, with higher permeability than investigated.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Clarification of some related and confusing definitions
•

Darcy permeability (𝐾, m2): a measure of the ability of a porous material to
allow fluids to pass through it. The term is also shortened as permeability.

𝐾=𝜇∙

•

𝑄
1
∙
= 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑃
𝑎 (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏 )⁄𝐿

Unit derivation: 𝐾 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑃 = (Pa ∙ s) ∙ (m3 ∙ m ∙ m−2 ∙ s −1 ∙ Pa−1 ) = m2

Permeability coefficient (𝑃𝑃, m3·m·m-2 s-1 kPa-1): parameter defined as a
transport flux per unit transmembrane driving force per unit membrane
thickness.

𝑃𝑃 =
•

𝑄
1
∙
𝑎 (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏 )⁄𝐿

Permeance (𝐴, m3·m-2 s-1 kPa-1): transport flux per unit transmembrane
driving force.

𝐴=
•

𝑄
1
∙
= 𝑃𝑃/𝐿
𝑎 (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏 )

Volumetric flow rate (𝑄, m3/s): the volume of fluid which passes through a
given surface per unit time.

•

Flux (𝐽, m/s, m3·m-2·s-1, LMH): number of volume of a specified component
passing per unit time through a unit of membrane surface area normal to
the thickness direction.
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•

Velocity (𝑈, m/s): 𝑈 = 𝑄/𝑎.

References:

Terminology for membranes and membrane processes, IUPAC. 1996.
Jacob Bear, Dynamics of Fluids in Porous Media, 1988.

Appendix B: Introduction to GeoDict
GeoDict is software developed by Math2Market® GmbH, Germany. It has two
kinds of main modules: Geo modules and Dict modules, other than pre- and
post-processors. Geo modules can generate different 3D structures based on
input parameters, such as basic elements (i.e. fibers with different shapes,
spheres, ellipsoids, convex polyhedrons), element sizes and distributions,
porosity, and so on. Dict modules can simulate the flow velocity, Darcy
permeability, diffusivity, and other physical properties of the 3D digital geometry.
The properties are computed by solving the partial differential equation on 3D
voxel meshes and post-processing the solution. Different modules are based on
various partial differential equations. In my dissertation, we mainly applied
GrainGeo and FiberGeo for geometry generation, LayerGeo as post-processor,
FlowDict for flow simulation, and DiffuDict estimating the diffusivity. The detailed
models and related equations are introduced in each chapter, respectively.
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References:
Math2Market, GeoDict User Guide, 2014.
Jurgen Becker, Andreas Wiegmann, Numerical determination of effective
material properties of porous media, Fifth International Conference Multiscale
Materials Modeling, Freiburg, 2010.

Appendix C: Simulation details
The chosen modules and their input parameters (including the accuracy when
necessary) are described in the GeoDict macro file codes for each section as
below. The macro file codes can be run immediately in GeoDict when the codes
are put into a text file with a file extension as “gmc” after adding the header at the
beginning of the codes. The header is a general description as shown here:
<Header>
Release

2014

Revision

6464

BuildDate

16 Jan 2015

CreationDate

8 Jun 2016

CreationTime

12:08:30

Creator

shim

Platform

64 bit Linux
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</Header>

C.1) Geometry
C.1.1) Sponge-like membrane
C.1.1.1) Selective porous layer
We made some assumptions for this thin selective porous layer. More details
can be seen in Section 2.3.1.1.
C.1.1.1.1) Top selective layer
<Macro>
GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
UseXMLStyle

true

UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
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FiberGeo:CreateGAD {
<Domain>
PeriodicX

false

PeriodicY

false

PeriodicZ

false

OriginX

0

OriginY

0

OriginZ

0

VoxelLength

1e-09

DomainMode

VoxelNumber

NX

1000

NY

1000

NZ

12

OverlapMode

OverlapMaterial

Material

0

</Domain>
MaximalTime

6 [h]

OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

SolidVolumePercentage

NumberOfObjects

100

SolidVolumePercentage

3.3 [%]

Grammage

10 [g/m^2]

Density

0 [g/cm^3]
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SaveGadStep

1

RecordIntermediateResult

false

InExisting

false

SaveAsGDT

false

<RemoveOverlap>
Iterations

1000

OverlapSVP

0

SVPUnchanged

20

AllowShift

true

AllowRotation

true

AllowDeformation

true

NumberOfShifts

10

ShiftDistance

2

NumberOfRotations

20

FiberShape

false

MaximalAngle

45

</RemoveOverlap>
IsolationDistance

1e-08 [m]

PercentageType

0

SaveAsGAD

true

RandomSeed

46

ResultFileName

SpongeTopSelectiveGeo.gdr

NumberOfGenerators

1
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<Generator1>
Probability

1 [1]

Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37 [g/cm^3]

Type

InfiniteCircularFiberGenerator

UseDTex

false

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

2

MeanValue

1e-08

StandardDeviation

1e-09

Bound

1.5e-09

</DiameterDistribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

1

DirectionMode

1

DirectionTensor

0,0,1,0,0,0

</OrientationDistribution>
</Generator1>
}
GeoDict:Invert {
}
</Macro>
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C.1.1.1.2) Second selective layer
<Macro>
GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
UseXMLStyle

true

UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
SinterGeo:CreateGAD {
<World>
PeriodicX

true
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PeriodicY

true

PeriodicZ

true

OriginX

0

OriginY

0

OriginZ

0

VoxelLength

0.1e-08

WorldMode

VoxelNumber

NX

300

NY

300

NZ

200

OverlapMode

OverlapColor

Color

0

</World>
MaximalTime

6

OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

SVP

NumberOfObjects

100
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SolidVolumePercentage

72

Grammage

10

SaveGadStep

1

RecordIntermediateResult

false

InExisting

false

SaveAsGDT

false

IsolationDistance

-1e-08

PercentageType

1

SaveAsGAD

true

RandomSeed

61

ResultFileName

SpongeSecondSelectiveGeo.gdr

NumberOfGenerators

4

<Generator1>
Probability

0.1

Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator
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DiameterCoupling

false

<Diameter1Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

2e-08

UpperBound

2.1e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.8e-08

UpperBound

2e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.5e-08

UpperBound

1.8e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
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Type

0

</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator1>
<Generator2>
Probability

0.1

Material

2

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.5e-08

UpperBound

2e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
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Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator2>
<Generator3>
Probability

0.1

Material

3

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator

DiameterCoupling

false

<Diameter1Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.1e-08

UpperBound

1.7e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.5e-08
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UpperBound

1.8e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.7e-08

UpperBound

1.9e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

0

</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator3>
<Generator4>
Probability

0.7

Material

4
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SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.1e-08

UpperBound

1.7e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type
</CenterDistribution>
</Generator4>
}
GeoDict:Invert {
}
</Macro>

C.1.1.2) Support layer
<Macro>

0
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GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
UseXMLStyle

true

UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
SinterGeo:CreateGAD {
<World>
PeriodicX

true

PeriodicY

true

PeriodicZ

true

OriginX

0

OriginY

0

OriginZ

0

VoxelLength

0.5e-08

WorldMode

VoxelNumber

NX

200
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NY

200

NZ

200

OverlapMode

OverlapColor

Color

0

</World>
MaximalTime

6

OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

SVP

NumberOfObjects

100

SolidVolumePercentage

72

Grammage

10

SaveGadStep

1

RecordIntermediateResult

false

InExisting

false

SaveAsGDT

false

IsolationDistance

-2e-08

PercentageType

1

SaveAsGAD

true

RandomSeed

61

ResultFileName

SinterGeoCreate.gdr

NumberOfGenerators

4

<Generator1>
Probability

0.1
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Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator

DiameterCoupling

false

<Diameter1Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

6e-08

UpperBound

9e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

4e-08

UpperBound

6e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

2e-08

UpperBound

4e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type
</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>

0
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Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator1>
<Generator2>
Probability

0.1

Material

2

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

2e-08

UpperBound

6e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator2>
<Generator3>
Probability

0.1

Material

3

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator

DiameterCoupling

false
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<Diameter1Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1e-08

UpperBound

3e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

2e-08

UpperBound

4e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

3e-08

UpperBound

5e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

0

</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type
</CenterDistribution>
</Generator3>
<Generator4>

0
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Probability

0.7

Material

4

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1e-08

UpperBound

3e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator4>
}
GeoDict:Invert {
}
</Macro>

C.1.2) Finger-like cavity membrane
C.1.2.1) Selective porous layer
C.1.2.1.1) Top selective layer
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The top selective layer of the finger-like cavity membrane is generated in the
same way as that for the sponge-like membrane; hence, to avoid repeating
unnecessary information, I only highlight the different value of the related input
parameter as listed below:
NZ

13

SolidVolumePercentage

5.1 [%]

IsolationDistance

5e-09 [m]

ResultFileName

FingerTopSelectiveGeo.gdr

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

2

MeanValue

1.2e-08

StandardDeviation

2e-09

Bound

4e-09

</DiameterDistribution>

C.1.2.1.2) Second selective layer
<Macro>
GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
UseXMLStyle

true
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UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
SinterGeo:CreateGAD {
<World>
PeriodicX

true

PeriodicY

true

PeriodicZ

true

OriginX

0

OriginY

0

OriginZ

0

VoxelLength

0.1e-08

WorldMode

VoxelNumber

NX

300

NY

300

NZ

200

OverlapMode

OverlapColor

Color

0

</World>
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MaximalTime

6

OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

SVP

NumberOfObjects

100

SolidVolumePercentage

84

Grammage

10

SaveGadStep

1

RecordIntermediateResult

false

InExisting

false

SaveAsGDT

false

IsolationDistance

-1e-08

PercentageType

1

SaveAsGAD

true

RandomSeed

5

ResultFileName

SinterGeoCreate.gdr

NumberOfGenerators

4

<Generator1>
Probability

0.1

Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator

DiameterCoupling

false

<Diameter1Distribution>
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Type

1

LowerBound

2.1e-08

UpperBound

2.2e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

2e-08

UpperBound

2.1e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.6e-08

UpperBound

2e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

0

</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator1>
<Generator2>
Probability

0.1
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Material

2

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.6e-08

UpperBound

2.1e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator2>
<Generator3>
Probability

0.1

Material

3

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

EllipsoidGenerator

DiameterCoupling

false

<Diameter1Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.1e-08

UpperBound

1.8e-08

</Diameter1Distribution>
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<Diameter2Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.6e-08

UpperBound

2e-08

</Diameter2Distribution>
<Diameter3Distribution>
Type

1

LowerBound

1.8e-08

UpperBound

2.1e-08

</Diameter3Distribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

0

</OrientationDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator3>
<Generator4>
Probability

0.7

Material

4

SpecificWeight

1.37

Type

SphereGenerator

<DiameterDistribution>
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Type

1

LowerBound

1.1e-08

UpperBound

1.8e-08

</DiameterDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
</Generator4>
}
</Macro>

C.1.2.2) Support layer
C.1.2.2.1) Big finger-like cavity matrix
<Macro>
GadAddCmd {
KeepStructure

0

NumberOfObjects

1

<Domain>
PeriodicX

false

PeriodicY

false

PeriodicZ

false

OriginX

-5e-05

200
OriginY

-2.5e-05

OriginZ

-2.5e-05

VoxelLength

1e-06

DomainMode

VoxelNumber

NX

80

NY

30

NZ

30

OverlapMode

OverlapMaterial

Material

0

</Domain>
<Object1>
Material

1

Type

CombinedObject

NumberOfSubObjects

2

Position

0,0,0

ScalingFactor

1

Axis1

1,0,0

Axis2

0,-1,0

<SubObject1>
Type

Ellipsoid

Position

0,0,0

Axis1

1,0,0

Axis2

0,-1,0
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Diameter1

5.6e-05

Diameter2

1.7e-05

Diameter3

1.7e-05

Operation

add

</SubObject1>
<SubObject2>
Type

ShortCircularFiber

Point1

0,0,0

Point2

3.5e-05,0,0

FiberEndType1

Rounded

FiberEndType2

Rounded

Diameter

1.7e-05

Operation

add

</SubObject2>
</Object1>
}
GeoDict:SaveFile {
FileName

One_Big_Finger.gad

}
GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
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UseXMLStyle

true

UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
GrainGeo:PileGAD {
<Domain>
PeriodicX

true

PeriodicY

true

PeriodicZ

true

OriginX

-5e-05

OriginY

-5e-05

OriginZ

-5e-05

VoxelLength

1e-06

DomainMode

VoxelNumber

NX

200

NY

200

NZ

80

OverlapMode

OverlapMaterial

Material

0
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</Domain>
OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

FillToRim

NumberOfObjects

1000

SolidVolumePercentage

20 [%]

Grammage

10 [g/m^2]

Density

0 [g/cm^3]

SaveAsGDT

false

InExisting

false

KeepStructure

false

InitialParticlePosition

InflowPlane

PileMode

ObjectAfterObject

PercentageType

1

SaveAsGAD

true

MaxNumberOfTrials

100

InitGadFileName
Direction

2

ShiftMaxAngle

89 [Deg]

NumberOfShifts

50

RotationMaxAngle

0 [Deg]

NumberOfRotations

0

FindStableMinimum

true

SaveGadStep

50
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LoosenInitialObjects

0

LiftInitialObjects

0

IsolationDistance

1e-06 [m]

RandomSeed

49

NumberOfGenerators

1

<Generator1>
Probability

1 [1]

Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37 [g/cm^3]

Type

CombinedGenerator

<ScaleDistribution>
Type

2

MeanValue

1

StandardDeviation

0.05

Bound

0.1

</ScaleDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

3

Direction

0,0,1

</OrientationDistribution>
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FileName

One_Big_Finger.gad

</Generator1>
CheckStabilityShift

5 [Voxel]

RecordIntermediateResult

false

ResultFileName

Big_Finger_Matrix.gdr

}
</Macro>

C.1.2.2.2) Small finger-like cavity matrix
<Macro>
GadAddCmd {
KeepStructure

0

NumberOfObjects

1

<Domain>
PeriodicX

false

PeriodicY

false

PeriodicZ

false

OriginX

-5e-05

OriginY

-2.5e-05

OriginZ

-2.5e-05

VoxelLength

1e-06

DomainMode

VoxelNumber
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NX

30

NY

20

NZ

20

OverlapMode

OverlapMaterial

Material

0

</Domain>
<Object1>
Material

1

Type

CombinedObject

NumberOfSubObjects

2

Position

0,0,0

ScalingFactor

1

Axis1

1,0,0

Axis2

0,-1,0

<SubObject1>
Type

Ellipsoid

Position

0,0,0

Axis1

1,0,0

Axis2

0,-1,0

Diameter1

1.9e-05

Diameter2

1e-05

Diameter3

1e-05

Operation

add
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</SubObject1>
<SubObject2>
Type

ShortCircularFiber

Point1

0,0,0

Point2

1e-05,0,0

FiberEndType1

Rounded

FiberEndType2

Rounded

Diameter

1e-05

Operation

add

</SubObject2>
</Object1>
}
GeoDict:SaveFile {
FileName

One_Small_Finger.gad

}
GeoDict:Preferences {
SpecifyThreadNumber

false

NumberOfThreads

2

<Gad>
UseXMLStyle

true

UseDiameter

true

</Gad>
<IO>
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WriteDbgPrintfToConsole

false

WriteDbgPrintfToLogfile

true

</IO>
}
GrainGeo:PileGAD {
<Domain>
PeriodicX

true

PeriodicY

true

PeriodicZ

true

OriginX

-5e-05

OriginY

-5e-05

OriginZ

-5e-05

VoxelLength

1e-06

DomainMode

VoxelNumber

NX

200

NY

200

NZ

30

OverlapMode

OverlapMaterial

Material

0

</Domain>
OverlapMode

IsolationDistance

StoppingCriterion

FillToRim

NumberOfObjects

1000
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SolidVolumePercentage

30 [%]

Grammage

10 [g/m^2]

Density

0 [g/cm^3]

SaveAsGDT

false

InExisting

false

KeepStructure

false

InitialParticlePosition

InflowPlane

PileMode

ObjectAfterObject

PercentageType

1

SaveAsGAD

true

MaxNumberOfTrials

100

InitGadFileName
Direction

2

ShiftMaxAngle

89 [Deg]

NumberOfShifts

50

RotationMaxAngle

0 [Deg]

NumberOfRotations

0

FindStableMinimum

true

SaveGadStep

50

LoosenInitialObjects

0

LiftInitialObjects

0

IsolationDistance

1e-06 [m]

RandomSeed

49
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NumberOfGenerators

1

<Generator1>
Probability

1 [1]

Material

1

SpecificWeight

1.37 [g/cm^3]

Type

CombinedGenerator

<ScaleDistribution>
Type

2

MeanValue

1

StandardDeviation

0.05

Bound

0.1

</ScaleDistribution>
<CenterDistribution>
Type

0

</CenterDistribution>
<OrientationDistribution>
Type

3

Direction

0,0,1

</OrientationDistribution>
FileName

One_Small_Finger.gad

</Generator1>
CheckStabilityShift

5 [Voxel]

RecordIntermediateResult

false
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ResultFileName

Small_Finger_Matrix.gdr

}
</Macro>

C.2) Flow simulation
The flow simulation can be run after loading the geometry in GeoDict. All the
input parameters are displayed below.
C.2.1) Flow for all geometries except the finger-like-cavity-embedded structures
FlowDict:SolveEJStokes {
EstimateMemory

0

<SolverData>
Accuracy

0.01[may be higher when necessary]

<Parallelization>
Mode

LOCAL_MPI

NumberOfProcesses

4

</Parallelization>
MaxNumberOfIterations

100000

MaximalSolverRunTime

48

RestartSaveIntervalTime

6

VelocityInterpolation

0

DiscardTemporaryFiles

false

MirrorVolume

false
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SolverType

0

StoppingCriterion

0

SlipLength

0

DirectionEnabledX

0

DirectionEnabledY

0

DirectionEnabledZ

1

FileName

EJStokesResult.gdr

Restart

false

RestartFileName
RecordIntermediateResult

false

IntermediateResultIterations

10

AddInletOutlet

false

InletLength

0

PressureDifference

0.02

PressureEnabled

true

MeanVelocity

0.01

</SolverData>
<Parameters>
FluidViscosity

0.001

FluidDensity

998.234

UseBoxels

0

BoxelLengthX

0

BoxelLengthY

0
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BoxelLengthZ

0

</Parameters>
}

C.2.2) Flow only for the finger-like-cavity-embedded structures
FlowDict:SolveSimpleFFTStokesBrinkman {
EstimateMemory

0

SolverData:Accuracy

0.01

SolverData:Parallelization:Mode

LOCAL_MPI

SolverData:NumberOfProcesses 4
SolverData:MaxNumberOfIterations 10000
SolverData:MaximalSolverRunTime 20
SolverData:RestartSaveIntervalTime 6
SolverData:VelocityInterpolation

0

SolverData:DiscardTemporaryFiles false
SolverData:SolverType

0

SolverData:StoppingCriterion

0

SolverData:NormalBcType

Periodic

SolverData:SlipLength

0

SolverData:DirectionEnabledX

0

SolverData:DirectionEnabledY

0

SolverData:DirectionEnabledZ

1

SolverData:FileName

FlowEmbeddedCavities.gdr
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SolverData:Restart

false

SolverData:RestartFileName
SolverData:RelaxationVelocity

0.5

SolverData:RelaxationPressure

0.8

SolverData:RelaxationVelocitySIMPLEC 0.8
SolverData:RelaxationPressureSIMPLEC 1
SolverData:RecordIntermediateResult false
SolverData:IntermediateResultIterations 10
SolverData:RecordIntermediateResidual false
SolverData:IntermediateResidualIterations 10
SolverData:TangentialBcYInX

Periodic

SolverData:TangentialBcZInX

Periodic

SolverData:TangentialBcXInY

Periodic

SolverData:TangentialBcZInY

Periodic

SolverData:TangentialBcXInZ

Periodic

SolverData:TangentialBcYInZ

Periodic

SolverData:AddInletOutlet

true

SolverData:InletLength

20

SolverData:DoNotAnalyzeGeometry false
SolverData:PressureDifference

0.02

SolverData:MeanVelocity

0.1

SolverData:FlowRate

60

SolverData:FlowArea

100
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SolverData:ExperimentIO

PressureDrop

Parameters:FluidType

Water

Parameters:FluidViscosity

0.001 [kg/ms]

Parameters:FluidDensity

998.234 [kg/m^3]

Parameters:FluidTemperature

293.15 [K]

Parameters:UseBoxels

0

Parameters:BoxelLengthX

1e-06

Parameters:BoxelLengthY

1e-06

Parameters:BoxelLengthZ

1e-06

Permeabilities:Material1

1.36e-17,1.36e-17,1.36e-17

}

